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Abstract
Alternative theories of gravity typically invoke an environment-dependent screening
mechanism to allow phenomenologically interesting deviations from general relativity
(GR) to manifest on larger scales, while reducing to GR on small scales. The observa-
tion of the transition from screened to unscreened behavior would be compelling evidence
for beyond-GR physics. In this thesis, I show that pairwise peculiar velocity statistics
– in particular the relative radial velocity dispersion, σ‖ – can be used to observe this
transition when they are binned by some measure of halo environment. I establish this
by measuring the radial velocity dispersion between pairs of halos in N -body simula-
tions for three f(R) gravity and four Symmetron models. I bin the results in halo mass,
ambient density, and the isolatedness of halos. Ambient density is found to be the most
relevant measure of environment; it is distinct from isolatedness, and correlates well
with theoretical expectations for the Symmetron model. Binning σ‖ in ambient density,
I find a strong environment-dependent signature for the Symmetron models, with the
velocities showing a clear transition from GR to non-GR behavior. No such transition
is observed for f(R), as the relevant scales are deep in the unscreened regime. Observa-
tions of the relative radial velocity dispersion in forthcoming peculiar velocity surveys,
if binned appropriately by environment, therefore offer a valuable way of detecting the
screening signature of modified gravity.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since the two teams Riess et al. (1998) and Perlmutter et al. (1999) gathered firm
evidence in observations of supernovea in the late 1990s, it has been known that the
Universe is peculiarly enough expanding with an accelerating rate.1 The effort made
by the two teams conclusively established the now accepted wisdom that the Universe
is filled with an unknown fluid dubbed dark energy, which appears to manifest itself
as a non-zero cosmological constant, or Λ, in the action of general relativity. However,
more than a decade earlier, Peebles (1984) found that the observed matter density of the
Universe is too low, thus necessitating a non-zero Λ to ensure the then already accepted
flatness of the Universe in inflationary cosmological models. By 1995, even though
universal acceleration had not yet been proven to occur, the existence of a non-zero Λ had
been accepted as standard in contemporary cosmology by many, due to a variety of other
non-related causes (Bull et al., 2016). The nature, however, of Λ which seemingly causes
universal acceleration remained unknown. The only established explanation offered by
the current cosmological paradigm is a descriptive one, a “smooth invisible accelerating
component” (Amendola and Tsujikawa, 2010, chap. 15) in the matter that populate the
Universe. The simplest vessel for this description, Λ, is by no means a new invention.
A non-zero Λ has been considered more or less plausible for a long time – indeed ever
since it was first suggested by Einstein in 1915 to ensure a static universe – but in the
last couple of decades it has entered the scientific canon through the standard model of
cosmology, or ΛCDM (Λ-Cold-Dark-Matter). This model is essentially the inflationary
cold dark matter model that was settled upon in the 1980s, with universal acceleration
added. Being one of the great triumphs of modern cosmology, ΛCDM has been extremely

1If the Universe were expanding at a constant rate, redshift of astronomical objects should be linearly
correlated with the distance to these objects. By plotting the distance modula versus the redshifts of type
1a supernovae (which are called standard candles, having luminosity curves that are well described), the
two teams led by Riess and Perlmutter detected deviations in the supposedly linear correlation, allowing
a direct measurement of the acceleration of the Universe.
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successful in predicting the nature and existence of the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) anisotropies, the baryonic acoustic oscillations resulting from structure formation
and the primordial abundance of elements. Although it successfully predicts universal
acceleration, one can hardly count the prediction of the Universe’s accelerating expansion
as a feat attesting to ΛCDM’s predictive power – after all, Λ was added to explain just
that.

1.1 The cosmological constant

By the principle of variation, the equations of motion in field theory (called field equa-
tions) are obtained through varying the action with respect to the fields we are interested
in, on the basis that the futures of the fields are singled out by the quality that the fu-
tures themselves minimize the action. In the action of the Universe in general relativity,
two components combine: One geometric action called the Einstein-Hilbert (EH) action,
and one action for the matter fields,

S = SEH + Sm =
M2

pl
2

∫
d4x
√
−gR+

∫
d4x
√
−gLm, (1.1)

where g is the determinant of the space-time metric, R is the Ricci scalar representing
the curvature of space, Lm is the matter Lagrangian density, Mpl = (8πG)−1/2 is the
Planck mass (with the reduced Planck constant ~ and the speed of light in vacuum c

both conveniently set to value unity), and integration is performed over all space-time.
In each action, as is required in field theory, we add a constant,

S =
M2

pl
2

∫
d4x
√
−g

(
R− 2Λ′

)
+
∫

d4x
√
−g

(
Lm + ρ′

)
. (1.2)

Since the constants are added in integration, they can and should be combined in one
cosmological constant,

Λ ≡ ρ′

M2
pl

+ Λ′, (1.3)

which equivalently gives rise to a combined energy density,

ρΛ = ρ′ +M2
plΛ′. (1.4)

This is the energy density associated with the cosmological constant, which is a repre-
sentation of the so-called dark energy, and is, as mentioned, considered in ΛCDM to

2
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be responsible for the acceleration of the Universe. In this picture, dark energy has an
equation of state parameter wΛ = −1. The equation of state for a perfect fluid (an
assumption that is made for matter species in cosmology) reads,

w = P

ρ
, (1.5)

meaning that dark energy exerts a constant negative pressure on the Universe, PΛ =
−ρΛ.

1.1.1 The field equations

The Friedmann-Laîmaitre-Robertson-Walker assumptions entail that the Universe is ho-
mogeneous and isotropic, and when making those assumptions, we can specify the form
of the metric field gµν . As mentioned, the field equations are obtained through variation
with respect to the field in question, and minimizing,

δS

δgµν
= 0. (1.6)

Minimization with respect to other fields than the metric field is also possible, to obtain
their field equations, akin to Eq. (1.6). For GR, and for the metric field, the field
equations read,

Rµν −
1
2Rgµν + Λgµν = 1

M2
pl
Tµν , (1.7)

where Tµν is the stress-energy tensor of the Universe’s matter fields, defined by,

Tµν = 2∂Lm
∂gµν

− Lmgµν = − 2√
−g

∂(
√
−gLm)
∂gµν

. (1.8)

When making the FLRW assumptions for the Universe, explicit information about the
pressure P and density ρ [see Eq. (1.5)] can be gathered from the stress-energy tensor’s
diagonal components. Combining this with the fluid equation, Eq. (1.7) gives rise to the
Friedmann equations, which can be solved for the dynamical evolution of the Universe.

The placement of Λ in Eq. (1.7) with respect to the equality sign often reflects the
consideration of the cosmological constant as either in the domain of matter (right side)
or in the domain of gravity (left side). In Eq. (1.3) mathematical contributions from
both geometry (gravity) and matter were combined in one constant; mathematically, the
position with respect to the equality sign carries no meaning.

3
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1.1.2 The cosmological constant problem

Two major problems associated with Λ in Eq. (1.4) have been identified, collectively
called ‘the cosmological constant problem’. First, theoretical predictions regarding the
value of ρ′ (the matter Lagrangian constant) are made in the framework of quantum field
theory. According to the Standard model of particle theory, ρ′ can be interpreted as the
vacuum energy from quantum field theory. The standard model of particle physics,
otherwise known for its remarkable success, predicts that the contribution from the
matter fields in the observed dark energy density amounts to (Martin, 2012),

ρ′ = 2.0× 108 GeV4. (1.9)

The measured dark energy density parameter, the proportion of the Universe’s matter
and energy content that is in the form of dark energy, was put at ΩΛ = 0.686 by Planck
Collaboration et al. (2015). Taken with the present day value of the expansion parameter
H0 and the gravitational constant G, we can calculate the value of the constant dark
energy density,

ρΛ = ΩΛ
3H2

0
8πG = 5.8× 10−27 kg m−3 = 5.3× 10−46 GeV4, (1.10)

which differs from Eq. (1.9) by 54 orders of magnitude, indicating a serious flaw in either
the standard model of particle physics, or our interpretation of Λ.2

Secondly, when expressed in fundamental (dimensionless) units, Λ, a free parameter
in the ΛCDM model, needs to be specified with an un-heard of precision, giving rise to
one of the most serious fine tuning problem in all of science. Using the fundamental
constants G, ~ (the reduced Planck constant) and c (speed of light in vacuum), we can
express Eq. (1.10) in fundamental (dimensionless) units, the only meaningful way of
expressing any fundamental numerical value (Padmanabhan and Padmanabhan, 2014),(

G~
c2

)
Λ = (8πGL4

p)ρΛ = 6.0× 10−121, (1.11)

2Some authors (e.g. Burgess, 2013; Martin, 2012) say that Eq. (1.9) is a problem in its own right that
does not does not hinge on cosmological observations, and that it could be indicative of a serious flaw
in the applicability of quantum field theory (Burgess, 2013).

4
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where Lp is the Planck length [ Lp =
√
G~/c3]. Any theory of nature with a free

parameter that requires this sort of fine tuning has a serious problem.3

However, because a thorough solution of Eq. (1.6) with the cosmological constant
present describes the evolution of the Universe excellently, many are satisfied to merely
measure the value of Λ in Eq. (1.4) and list that value as a free parameter in the
standard model of cosmology. A more satisfying state could be to find new physics, to
search nature for alternatives to ΛCDM where Λ the free parameter is replaced by a
physical mechanism. This thesis shall focus on finding evidence for a particular physical
mechanism present in a subset of such alternatives that are collectively called modified
gravity (MG) theories, but first I will briefly discuss alternative theories in a broader
context.

1.1.3 Alternative explanations

Alternative explanations to cosmic acceleration generally fall into two categories (Amen-
dola and Tsujikawa, 2010, Chap. 7), one that seeks explanation by “modifying matter”
and one that seeks explanation by “modifying gravity”.4 Modified matter theories are
often introduced through the archetypal theory of quintessence. Quintessence introduces
a canonical scalar field φ with a potential V (φ) in the Universe’s collection of fields. Ex-
plicitly, what this means is that a Lagrangian density Lφ is added in the EH action,

Lφ = −1
2(∂φ)2 − V (φ), (1.12)

3Another, similar, problem with energy densities in nature exists. As pointed out in Padmanabhan
and Padmanabhan (2014), a constant dimensionless parameter can be constructed from the energy
densities of matter and radiation also,

ρeq = ρ4
m

ρ3
γ

=
ρ4
m,0

ρ3
γ,0

,

where subscripts m and γ refer to non-relativistic matter and radiation respectively, and a 0 subscript
refers to present day (measured) values. In dimensionless units, this corresponds to ρeqL

4
p ≈ 10−113.

The reason that people seemingly do not worry about this number, the authors argue, is that a theoretical
framework concerning number densities of matter and relativistic particles are within reach, making the
smallness of that number explainable in the future by – the so far extremely successful – field of high
energy physics.

4See Eq. (1.7): Essentially, modification of matter occurs on its right side, and modification of gravity
occurs on its left side, though, as pointed out, mathematically the two ways to modify the equation are
indistinguishable, but qualitatively, and not least, pedagogically, the distinction is useful.

5
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meaning the action of the Universe takes the form,

S =
∫

d4x
√
−g

[
Mpl

2 R− 1
2(∂φ)2 − V (φ)

]
+ Sm(gµν ,Ψ), (1.13)

Quintessence solves cosmic acceleration in the quintessence-induces stress-energy tensor
T

(φ)
µν ,

T (φ)
µν = − 2√

−g
∂
√
−gLφ
∂gµν

, (1.14)

which introduces a varying equation of state for quintessence [see Eq. (1.5)],

wφ = φ̇2 − 2V (φ)
φ̇2 + 2V (φ)

. (1.15)

The form of the potential V (φ) dictates the behaviour of quintessence, allowing the
emerging equation of state to describe cosmic acceleration at late times. Other examples
of modified matter theories include, among others, k-essence, phantoms, coupled dark
energy and unified models of dark energy and dark matter (for a an excellent introduction
to the various forms of dark energy models, see Amendola and Tsujikawa (2010)).

Modifications to gravity seek to explain cosmic acceleration by making changes to the
laws of gravity, without introducing an explicit matter component. Such models include,
among others, scalar-tensor theories, Gauss-Bonnet gravity, braneworld models, f(R)
gravity and Symmetron gravity. In this thesis I shall consider the two latter theories.

1.2 Modified gravity

MG theories, as the name implies, work by modifying gravity, or GR, in various ways.
Such modifications typically give rise to light scalar fields, or should be described using
scalar fields (Brax, 2012), which in turn produce a fifth force – fifth, in addition to
the weak & strong nuclear forces, the electromagnetic force and the bare gravitational
force – that in effect tweaks the value of the gravitational constant on cosmological
scales by adding a way in which matter gravitates. However, observations in the solar
system (Will, 2014), in binary pulsar systems (Weisberg, Nice, and Taylor, 2010), in
gravitational lensing (Fomalont et al., 2009), and of gravitational waves (Abbott et
al., 2016) happen to confirm predictions made with GR to an extraordinary precision,
creating tight constraints for any alternative theory of gravity to perform exactly like
GR on the relevant scales (for an excellent overview of the regimes in which GR has been

6
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tested, see Baker, Psaltis, and Skordis (2015)). With these scales being, except in the
case of gravitational waves, incredibly much more dense than the cosmological average,
MG theories include screening mechanisms that suppress the felt effect of the light scalar
field in certain environments, allowing for theories that make the same predictions as GR
makes on smaller (denser) scales while at the same time allowing for physical explanations
of cosmic acceleration. To illustrate fifth force screening I will briefly introduce the
chameleon screening mechanism.

1.2.1 Chameleon screening mechanism

General relativity as a field theory couples gravity to the matter fields with, in the lan-
guage of quantum field theory, a massless spin-2 particle (Clifton et al., 2012), dubbed
the graviton, which mediates the bare gravitational force. However, as explained in
Section 1.1.3, additional fields could conceivably exist. 5 Consider the case when the
additional scalar field couples to matter, as opposed to the non-coupling Quintessence
matter field introduced in Section 1.1.3. From this coupling, in the language of quan-
tum field theory, a new particle emerges, some times called the chameleon, after the
chameleon screening mechanism (Khoury and Weltman, 2004a; Khoury and Weltman,
2004b). Screening mechanisms in general can be said to fall into one of two categories
(Gronke, Mota, and Winther, 2015): one in which the screening is obtained through the
value of the scalar field itself, called chameleon-like screening, and one in which screening
is brought about through the value of its derivatives, called Vainshtein-like screening.6

In the chameleon screening mechanism, the mass of the chameleon is dependent on the
local ambient matter density, suppressing the force propagation in high density regions.
The basic ingredients involved in achieving this with chameleon screening is a runaway
potential V (φ), which is monotonously decreasing with dV/dφ < 0, and an effective
potential that has a minimum dependent on local density,7

Veff(φ) = V (φ) +
∑
i

ρie
Qiφ, (1.16)

where Q is the coupling strength between matter and the scalar field (assumed to be
the same for each matter species) and ρ is the local matter density. To show that the

5Though these fields can come in the form of scalars, vectors and tensor (and even higher rank fields),
I shall consider only scalar field additions to the coupling between matter and gravity, as the scalar field
has a near ubiquitous role in MG theories (Brax, 2013).

6After the Vainshtein screening mechanism (Vainshtein, 1972), in which screening depends on ∂2φ.
7In this section, Mpl ≡ 1.
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effective field has this form, the action of the Universe is varied with respect to the field
φ, from which the non-relativistic scalar field equation reads,

∇2φ = dVeff
dφ , (1.17)

with the form of Veff as in Eq. (1.16). Then, consequently, the mass of the chameleon
m2 = d2Veff/dφ2 is dependent on local ambient matter density. Like in the case of
quintessence [Eq. (1.13)], the chameleon action has the form,

S =
∫

d4x
√
−g

[
Mpl

2 R− 1
2(∂φ)2 − V (φ)

]
+ Sm(g(i)

µν ,Ψ(i)), (1.18)

where, in contrast with the quintessence action [Eq. (1.13)], the matter fields Ψ(i) are
coupled to a metric g(i)

µν which is related to the so called Einstein frame metric8 through,

g(i)
µν = e2Qiφgµν . (1.19)

1.2.2 Transition from screened to unscreened

On cosmological scales, screening does not occur, and the fifth force is unrestrained,
powering cosmic acceleration. For this to work there must necessarily be a transition
from the fully screened to the fully unscreened regime, where the behavior of the MG
theories are expected to differ the most from GR. This regime of partial screening is
dependent on cosmological environment, and a place to start defining this regime might
be the outskirts of dark matter halos. A number of studies have looked for such signatures
in this region, for example through differences in halo/galaxy clustering statistics (e.g.
Shirata et al., 2005; Davis et al., 2012; Oyaizu, Lima, and Hu, 2008; Schmidt et al.,
2009; Barreira et al., 2013; Wyman, Jennings, and Lima, 2013; Zhao, 2014; Clifton,
Mota, and Barrow, 2005; Lombriser, Simpson, and Mead, 2015), or the density, velocity,
and potential profiles of individual halos (e.g. Martino and Sheth, 2009; Lombriser et
al., 2012; Clampitt, Cai, and Li, 2013; Llinares and Mota, 2013; Hellwing et al., 2013;
Gronke, Llinares, and Mota, 2014; Gronke et al., 2015; Stark et al., 2016).

8See Section 2.1.
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1.3 Structure formation & clustering statistics

At first, minute perturbations on all scales made by quantum fluctuations blown up by
inflation in the very early universe evolved linearly, giving rise to nonlinear structure
only much later in cosmic evolution. The nature of nonlinear structure formation was
long poorly understood, but by looking at the dynamics of the matter density field, Press
& Schechter developed a formalism to predict the fraction of mass residing in collapsed
objects in a given volume of space, making the foundation for the simple halo model.
Preliminary to the Press-Schechter formalism is the spherical collapse of an overdensity,
an initial perturbation described by a Gaussian random field. A spherical collapse is
modeled as a closed universe, and solving for the dynamics of the collapse, a threshold
linear overdensity is reached, the so-called critical density δc = 1.69, above which any
object is considered collapsed.

Consider the number density of collapsed dark matter objects, or halos, dn, with
mass in the range [M,M + dM ]. This is found by counting the N halos in a volume V ,

dn = N

V
dM. (1.20)

Then, by assuming that all dark matter in the volume is bound in collapsed objects,
the mass function, dn(M)/dM , can be derived. The distribution of dark matter can
be described by the mass function. It can be integrated in the relation (Zentner et al.,
2005), ∫

dM dn(M)
dM

M

ρm
b(M) = 1, (1.21)

which restricts the halo bias b, the degree to which the halo power spectrum differs
from the underlying dark matter power spectrum. In these calculations, ρm is the
matter density of the Universe, and M represents the mass scale. The initial collapsed
objects that form halos will consequently through cosmic evolution constitute the bulk
of galaxies.

The information contained in the structure formation is possible to extract from the
configuration of halos in space by considering their peculiar velocities. Due to the same
initial perturbations that allowed for dark matter clustering, halos have a net tendency
to fall toward each other. This is visible in the mean velocities of pairs, also called
mean pairwise velocities (Peebles, 1980), where random local motions are averaged out
to zero, while coherent long-range effects stand out. Since defined by Davis and Peebles
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(1977), this statistic has been used at various times in theoretical ways to probe cosmo-
logical quantities (Gorski et al., 1989; Ferreira et al., 1999; Mota, Shaw, and Silk, 2008;
Juszkiewicz, Springel, and Durrer, 1999; Sheth and Diaferio, 2001; Scoccimarro, 2004;
Hellwing et al., 2014, and others), and have recently been found to exhibit strong devi-
ations between MG theories and GR in simulations (Hellwing et al., 2014). In principle,
peculiar velocities of galaxies could be measured in a model-independent way, bypassing
the introduction of model dependency occurring when considering redshift-space mea-
surements (Ferreira et al., 1999), but limitations arise by constraining measurements to
be done on local galaxies with redshift close to zero (Hellwing et al., 2014).

In this thesis, I investigate the impact of MG on pairwise peculiar velocity statistics
in N -body simulations, and in particular, the environmental dependence of these devi-
ations. I find that a clear, theory-dependent signature of screening can be observed in
simulation halo populations binned by ambient matter density. Coupled with a novel ob-
servable quantity developed by P. Bull (Ivarsen et al., 2016), and the predictions for what
signatures of screening should look like, future tests of MG theories can be developed.

10
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Chapter 2

Modified gravity simulations

The two MG theories used for the suite of MG N -body simulations used in this thesis will
be briefly introduced in this section. The two models are f(R) (Hu and Sawicki, 2007),
and Symmetron (Hinterbichler et al., 2011) gravities. As mentioned, both models screen
the fifth force in high-density environments, and both obtain this goal by Chameleon-like
screening mechanisms (Gronke, Mota, and Winther, 2015).

2.1 f(R) gravity

f(R) gravity works by allowing the GR action to take a general function f of the Ricci
scalar R instead of the scalar itself,

S = Mpl
2

∫
d4x
√
−gf(R) + Sm(gµν ,Ψ), (2.1)

where Mpl = (8πG)−1/2, G is the bare gravitational constant, g is the determinant of
the metric gµν , and Sm is the matter action for matter fields Ψ. The general function
f gives rise to f(R) gravity as an effective field theory by application of a conformal
transformation (Clifton et al., 2012). A conformal transformation is a multiplication of
the metric by a scalar, and subsequent re-expression of the fields; the purpose is often
to remove any field dependency from the Ricci scalar in the action, and thereby ensure
that the Einstein field equations are obtained (though with different dynamics). This
particular procedure is referred to as transformation into the Einstein frame, as opposed
to the Jordan frame. In the case of f(R), the Jordan frame corresponds to the action
Eq. (2.1), and is the physical frame. The conformal transformation is often expressed
as,

gµν → eσ(φ)gµν , (2.2)

11
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where σ(φ) is a general scalar function of the field φ, defined such as to render the Ricci
scalar without any field-dependent factor. By writing,

Mpl
2 f = Mpl

2 fRR− U, (2.3)

where fR ≡ df/dR and,
U = Mpl

2 (fRR− f), (2.4)

the action [Eq. (2.1)] can be transformed to the Einstein frame with the conformal
transformation σ = ln fR. This means the Einstein frame action, SE , takes the form
(Amendola and Tsujikawa, 2010, Chap. 9),

S =
∫

d4x
√
−g

[
Mpl

2 R̃− 1
2(∂φ)2 − V (φ)

]
+ Sm(gµν ,Ψ), (2.5)

where a quantities with a tilde represents quantities in the Einstein frame, and where,

φ =

√
3Mpl

2 ln fR, (2.6)

is the effective field, with an effective potential V (φ),

V (fR) = MPl
2

RfR − f
f2
R

. (2.7)

As an effective field theory, the f(R) scalar field φ has a coupling Q with the matter
fields [see Section 1.2.1]. The coupling strength Q obeys the following relation with the
conformal transformation (Amendola and Tsujikawa, 2010, Chap. 9) [see Eq. (1.19)],

eσ = e−2Qφ, (2.8)

meaning that, by inserting Eq. (2.6), the coupling strength between the effective f(R)
scalar field and matter has the value,

Q = − 1√
6
. (2.9)
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After making the FLRW assumptions of homogeneity and isotropy, the field equations
can be expressed in the form (Clifton et al., 2012),1

R̃µν −
1
2 g̃µνR̃ = 1

M2
pl

(
∂µφ∂νφ−

1
2 g̃µν(∂φ)2 − g̃µνV (φ)

)
+ 1
M2

pl
T̃µν , (2.10)

where T̃µν is the stress energy tensor in the Einstein frame,

T̃µν = − 2√
−g̃

∂
√
−g̃Lm
∂g̃µν

. (2.11)

Eq. (2.10) should be compared to Einstein’s field equations [Eq. (1.7)]; by transfor-
mation into the Einstein frame, the f(R) field equations resemble GR, but contain a
massless scalar field instead of a cosmological constant. The field equations must be
solved numerically in the Jordan frame.

The action Eq. (2.5) has the same form as the chameleon action Eq. (1.18), mean-
ing f(R) obeys the GR constraints with the chameleon screening mechanism, with an
effective potential on the form Eq. (1.16), with a constant coupling strength Qi = Q

for all species i. By specifying the form of f(R), the effective potential will trap the
field as explained in Section 1.2.1. f(R) models are commonly parameterized by the
parameters fR0 and n (Hu and Sawicki, 2007), the former is the value of the field at
present epoch, and is proportional in value to the degree with which the model deviates
from GR, meaning complete GR is recovered in the limit f0 → 0.

2.2 Symmetron gravity

Akin to the chameleon action Eq. (1.18), Symmetron gravity (Hinterbichler and Khoury,
2010; Hinterbichler et al., 2011) explicitly introduces a new scalar field into the action,

S =
∫

d4x
√
−g

[
Mpl

2 R− 1
2(∂φ)2 − V (φ)

]
+ Sm(gµν ,Ψ), (2.12)

where φ is the Symmetron scalar field. The matter fields couple to the Jordan frame
metric through,

σ(φ) = ln
(

1 + φ2

2M2

)
, (2.13)

1This corresponds to the so called metric formalism for deriving the f(R) field equations.
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and the equations of motions are given by,

Rµν−
1
2gµνR = 1

M2
pl

(
∂µφ∂νφ−

1
2 g̃µν(∂φ)2 − g̃µνV (φ)

)
+ 1
M2

pl

(
1 + φ2

2M2

)
T̃µν , (2.14)

where, in contrast to the case of f(R) in which the action needs a conformal transfor-
mation to be considered an effective field theoretical action, quantities here with a tilde
are in the Jordan frame.

The key element of Symmetron gravity is to fashion the potential as a symmetry
breaking potential (Hinterbichler et al., 2011),

V (φ) = −1
2µ

2φ2 + 1
4λφ

4, (2.15)

which renders the effective potential as,

Veff(φ) = 1
2

(
ρ

M2 − µ
2
)
φ2 + 1

4λφ
4, (2.16)

where M is given by
M2 = 2Ωm0ρc0L

2(1 + zSSB)3, (2.17)

with free parameters L, the effective range of the fifth force, and zSSB, the redshift at
which symmetry spontaneously breaks, and where ρ is the local ambient density. The
third free parameter of Symmetron is the coupling strength β, related to the vacuum
expectation value of the field by β = φ0Mpl/M

2, where φ0 = µ/
√
λ is the vacuum

expectation value.2

When a system in nature is invariant under a symmetry transformation, say the
mirror symmetry of a potential V (φ) under the transformation φ→ −φ, it can undergo
symmetry breaking if the system as a whole finds itself in a configuration where the
mirror symmetry no longer holds. Such a breaking of symmetry is called spontaneous if
it occurs through no asymmetric input. The asymmetric ground state, or lowest energy
state for a field in a potential, that the system finds itself in after spontaneous symmetry
breaking (SSB) is Symmetron gravity’s vev.

The Symmetron effective potential only breaks symmetry in regions of low ambient
density; when ρ ≈ 0, the reflection symmetry φ→ −φ is spontaneously broken, and the

2Another example of classical fields with a vacuum expectation value (vev), is the concept of quantum
field theoretical vev (in quantum mechanics, the equivalent of vev is the ground state). The combined
vev of the matter fields in the standard model of particle physics, which contributes to the measured
dark energy density, have a value that greatly differs from observations (see Section 1.1.2).
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field acquires a vev of φ = ±φ0 (Hinterbichler et al., 2011). In regions of high ambient
density, SSB consequently does not occur. The field settles in its symmetric ground state
of φ = 0 and the Symmetron field equations Eq. (2.14) are reduced to the Einstein field
equtions Eq. (1.7).

2.3 The simulations

Most cosmological N -body simulations approximate the non-linear power spectrum with
the linear power spectrum as input (Amendola and Tsujikawa, 2010, Chap. 12). This
gives information on relatively small scales. DirectN -body simulations take cosmological
initial conditions as a starting point, with Gaussian density fluctuations, and evolve the
system linearly until the equations of motion for a system of N particles, with initial
velocities and positions generated from the power spectrum, are solved numerically,
thereby simulating non-linear structure formation. After solving the equations of motion
from a high redshift up until z = 0, halos are identified by analyzing the positions and
velocities of the particles, through which all the physical properties of each halo are
calculated, and then outputted. The size of the simulation and the number of particles
used (the resolution) are limited by the availability of computational power.

In this thesis I use eight N -body simulations in total: one for GR/ΛCDM, three for
f(R) gravity, and four for Symmetron gravity, all due to, and as described in, Llinares,
Mota, and Winther (2014), with identical initial conditions and cosmological expansion
histories. The simulations were made with the N -body code ISIS (Llinares, Mota,
and Winther, 2014), which is based on the N -body code RAMSES (Teyssier, 2010). The
simulation spaces comprise of boxes with a side length of 256 h−1Mpc and containing
5123 particles, each particle of mass 9.26 × 109 h−1M�. Snapshots were output at z =
0 for each simulation, and halos were identified using the ROCKSTAR code (Behroozi,
Wechsler, and Wu, 2013), which looks at the distance between particles, and defines
the halos by linking together consecutive particles that are deemed as clustered. Each
simulation contains between 140,000 and 200,000 halos.

The Symmetron simulations all assume the same range for the fifth force, L, but
differ in coupling strength and SSB redshift. Two simulations have the same zSSB = 1,
but differ in coupling strength β by a factor of 2 (weak vs. strong coupling), while the
other two keep the weaker coupling strength, but have earlier SSB redshifts of zSSB = 2
and 3 respectively.
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The f(R) simulations have the same parameter n = 1, but differ in the choice of
parameter fR0, with values 10−6, 10−5 and 10−4. The model parameters for all seven MG
simulations are summarized in Table 2.1. For more information about each simulation,
see Llinares, Mota, and Winther (2014).

2.3.1 Practical limitations

The size of the simulation space has several detrimental effects on the outcome. The
number of modes able to fit within the simulation space decreases as the wavelength of
that mode increases, meaning that measurements of statistical quantities that depend
on large scales decrease in precision. On the other end, the Nyquist frequency puts a
limitation on the validity of small scale statistics (B. Falck, private correspondence).

To compensate for the finite simulation size, Llinares, Mota, and Winther (2014)
used periodic boundary conditions. This means that force propagation and particle
paths can exit the simulation on one side and enter through the opposite side. Since
I am, in this thesis, considering pairwise statistics, when analyzing output simulation
data, the geometry of a pair of two particular halos should be chosen such that the
distance between them is minimized. Mathematically this corresponds to mapping the
Euclidean 3-space to a 3-dimensional toroid. I solve this by correcting the position of
the second halo in each pair, choosing the mirror halo that lies closest to the first halo.

The number of particles enclosed in each halo affects the precision with which the
physical properties of that halo can be said to model reality. For analyzing the halo
configurations, discarding Halos with fewer than 50 particles (corresponding to Mhalo <

5 × 1011M−1
h �), as they should be considered unresolved (C. Llinares, private corre-

spondence). For information on how I bin the halos by their key characteristics, see
Table 5.1.
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Name β zSSB L

Weak coupling (symmA) 1 1 1
Strong coupling (symmC) 2 1 1
Early SSB (symmB) 1 2 1
Super-early SSB (symmD) 1 3 1

Name fR0 n

Weak (fr6) 10−6 1
Medium (fr5) 10−5 1
Strong (fr4) 10−4 1

Table 2.1: The parameters of the four realizations of Symmetron grav-
ity and three realizations of f(R) gravity in the N -body simulations of
Llinares, Mota, and Winther (2014). The names of the simulations from

the original paper are given in parentheses.
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Chapter 3

Peculiar velocity statistics

Clusters in the distribution of mass will induce higher particle velocities (Amendola and
Tsujikawa, 2010, Chap. 4). The clustering of these particles, continuing a long tradition
that started with the initial density perturbations, will power subsequent mergers in the
future of the universe. The statistical quantity of the mean tendency for pairs of halos
to approach each other, introduced by Davis and Peebles (1977) and used by, among
others, Gorski (1988), Virgo Consortium (1998), Ferreira et al. (1999), Juszkiewicz,
Springel, and Durrer (1999), and Hellwing (2014), can be estimated by considering only
observables. The true nature of these statistics, which is based on velocity components
parallel to the vector connecting them, is not directly observable in practice, as we
can only observe velocities parallel to the line of sight (LOS) that connects us with
the halos.1 However, estimators that measure these statistics in terms of observable
quantities can be defined. In this section I introduce the relevant statistics, and how
I will go about estimating those statistics. Parts of this section (in particular, the
derivation of dispersions) are built on original research by P. Bull (Ivarsen et al., 2016).

3.1 The correlation function

Consider the number of halos dN in a volume element dV = 4πr3
v/3. If the distribution

of halos is completely homogeneous, dN = ρ̄dV , where ρ̄ is the average density. Defined
as the excess probability (over random) of finding a pair of galaxies separated by a

1For all celestial objects, we can directly observe velocities transverse to the LOS as angular motion
in the sky. The angular velocity of an object ω is related to its true peculiar velocity v through ω = v/r,
where r is the distance to that object. If a galaxy at a distance of the order r ∼ 101 h−1Mpc and
a peculiar velocity of the order v ∼ 103 km/s, the angular velocity is of the order ω ∼ 10−17 hs−1

(radians per second), far too small to discern. Instead radial velocities can be observed either in redshift
space or by the Doppler shift in spectra of emission and absorption lines.
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distance rV , the two-point correlation function, or simply ‘correlation function‘, ξ(rV ),
is expressible as a

dN = ρ̄dV [1 + ξ(rV )]. (3.1)

More accurate, but less pedagogical, would be to write the correlation function for a
separation r between two points i and j as the spatial average of the product of the
density contrasts at those two points,

ξ(r) = 〈δiδj〉, (3.2)

where δi = ρi/ρ̄ − 1 is the density contrast at point i, ρi being the density at point i.
Note that ξ only depends on the separation between the points, not the point locations
themselves; which means the system of halos is statistically homogeneous.

The definitions Eqs. (3.1) and (3.1) are both practically impossible to use when
we want to measure the correlation function, as they involve probabilities that, if we
wanted to calculate them, would necessitate the acquisition of information that is either
unavailable to us, or information of an overwhelming scale. Statistical estimators must
therefore be used to estimate the correlation function. As an estimator for ξ, I shall use
the readily available Landy Szalay estimator (Landy and Szalay, 1993), that has status
as recommended (Kerscher, Szapudi, and Szalay, 2000),

ξ(r) = DD(r)− 2DR(r) +RR(r)
RR(r) − 1, (3.3)

where DD is the number of halos at separation r in the catalog and DR is the corre-
sponding number of halo-random-point pairs (from a combined catalog of the random
superposed on the real one,) and RR is the number of pairs in the random catalog only.
The random catalog is made with the same selection function, which is taken to be
approximated by a Poisson distribution. The random catalog will have the same survey
size as the real halo catalog, while the number of random points will be scaled by an
appropriate normalization.

3.2 Mean pairwise velocities

First, consider the geometry in question (Fig. 3.1). The separation vector between
halos is ~r ≡ ~ri − ~rj , where ~ri,j are the position vectors of halos i, j from the observer.
The relative velocity, ~vi − ~vj , can be decomposed into 1+2 components: v‖, the radial
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Observer

Halo 2

Halo 1

r

r2
r1

v   ,1

v  ,1
v1

v   ,1‘

v  ,1‘

Figure 3.1: The geometry of halo pairs with respect to an observer.
Velocities parallel/transverse to the line of sight (v′12, ~v

′
⊥) are shown in

red, while velocities parallel/transverse to the connecting vector ~r between
the halos (v‖, ~v⊥) are shown in blue.

component, along the connecting vector ~r; and ~v⊥, a 2D vector in the space transverse
to ~r. Likewise, the velocity of each halo can be decomposed into components parallel
(si ≡ ~vi · ~̂ri) and perpendicular (~ti) to the line of sight (hats denote unit vectors). The
magnitude of the halo velocity is then defined through v2

i = s2
i + |~ti|2.

In developing observable estimators for pairwise velocity statistics, Ferreira et al.
(1999) defined a “LOS centred pairwise dispersion“,

σ2
proj ≡

1
2r

2σ2
⊥ + `2(σ2

‖ − v
2
12)

r2 + `2
, (3.4)

where v12 is the mean radial pairwise velocities, σ‖ is its dispersion, σ⊥ is the dispersion
of the mean transverse pairwise velocities, and ` is the distance from the observer to the
pair.2 The factor of 1/2 in Eq. (3.4) is a consequence of σ⊥ really being the dispersions
of a 2D vector. Note that Eq. (3.4) is a theoretical quantitiy which is a function of both
pair separation r and LOS distance `. The theoretical quantitiy, averaged over pairs, is
only a function of pair separation r,

[σ2
proj]th =

∑[1
2σ

2
⊥ sin2 θij + (σ2

‖ − v12) cos2 θij

]
, (3.5)

2The transverse velocities themselves should average out to zero, but the dispersion of the observed
transverse velocities should not. However, due to limited simulation spaces, this is not quite true in
N -body simulations (W. Hellwing, private correspondence).
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where the summation is performed over all pairs existing at a distance r = |ri − rj |.
The empirical quantity corresponding to Eq. (3.5) is,

[σ2
proj]obs =

∑
(si − sj)2 −

[∑
(si − sj)

]2
, (3.6)

where si ≡ (xi/xi) · vi is the LOS velocity of halo i.

The radial mean pairwise velocities v12 are estimated by considering components
parallel to the LOS, by using an estimator due to Ferreira et al. (1999). It is defined by
using a least-squares technique,

χ2 =
∑

[(si − sj)− pij ṽ12]2 , (3.7)

where we recognize
∑

(si− sj) in the empirical quantity above from Eq. (3.6), this is the
observable we shall use in the estimator for v12. Here, pij is the projection tensor:

pij = 1
2

ri − rj
|ri − rj |

·
(

ri
ri

+ rj
rj

)
, (3.8)

with unbolded ri, r being vector lengths. By defining pij this way, we are in effect doing
two things. First we make a “distant observer” approximation, so that the triangle in
Fig. 3.1 becomes a right triangle. Second, we define the long edge of that triangle to be
the average of the two position vectors. Then the projection tensor becomes the cosine
of the of the halo separation angle, pij ≈ cos θij . Alternatively, we could define the
long edge of the mentioned triangle simply as the distance to the first halo,

pij ≡ cos θij ≈
ri − rj
|ri − rj |

· ri
ri
. (3.9)

A comparison of the ways to define the separation angle is presented in Fig. 3.2 (see
Section 3.3). Minimizing Eq. (3.7), we get,

∂

∂v‖
χ2 = ∂

∂v‖

∑
[(ti − tj)− pij ṽ12]2 = 0, (3.10)

which results in the estimator,

ṽ12(r) =
∑

(si − sj)pij∑
p2
ij

. (3.11)
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The empirical (true) value of the radial pairwise velocities is

v12 = 1
N

∑
(v‖i − v

‖
j ), (3.12)

where v‖i is the component of halo i’s velocity that is parallel to the connecting vector
between the halos.

Next we need estimators for the dispersions, both of the radial and transverse pairwise
velocities. Establishing a Chi-square distribution built on the theoretical and empirical
values of σ2

proj, we get, using Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6),

χ2 =
∑[

(si − sj)2 − ṽ12 −
1
2 σ̃

2
⊥ sin2 θij − (σ̃2

‖ − v12)
]2
, (3.13)

where we make the assumption that entails replacing the second term in Eq. (3.6) with
the estimator for v12 [Eq. (3.11)]. By jointly minimizing Eq. (3.13) with respect to σ⊥
and σ‖, we get the formidable expressions,

σ̃2
‖(r) =

∑
i,j

sin4 θij

∑
i,j

cos2 θij(si − sj)2

−
∑

i,j

cos2 θij sin2 θij

∑
i,j

sin2 θij(si − sj)2

×

∑

i,j

cos4 θij

∑
i,j

sin4 θij

−
∑

i,j

cos2 θij sin2 θij

2

−1

(3.14)

and

σ̃2
⊥(r) = 2

∑
i,j

cos4 θij

∑
i,j

sin2 θij(si − sj)2

−
∑

i,j

cos2 θij sin2 θij

∑
i,j

cos2 θij(si − sj)2

×

∑

i,j

cos4 θij

∑
i,j

sin4 θij

−
∑

i,j

cos2 θij sin2 θij

2

−1

− 2 ṽ2
12(r). (3.15)
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The small-angle approximation of Eq. (3.14) is,

σ̃2
‖ ≈

∑
p2
ij(si − sj)2∑

p4
ij

, (3.16)

where for comparison with Eq. (3.11), pij is replaced with cos θij . The empirical (true)
values corresponding to Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) are simply the statistical (centred) vari-
ances of the empirical quantities,

σ2
‖ = 1

N − 1
∑

(si − sj)2, (3.17)

and
σ2
⊥ = 1

N − 1
∑

(ti − tj)2, (3.18)

where ti is the velocity transverse to the connecting vector between halos i and j; follow-
ing Wojciech Hellwing [W. Hellwing in private communcation Dec. 2015], we shall lose a
degree of freedom and use the strictly positive magnitude of the latter, ti ≡

√
v2
i − s2

i .

Virgo Consortium (1998) defines as a quantity “somewhat closer to measurements
accessible in galaxy redshift surveys” the LOS integrated radial velocity dispersion, σ12,
which was used by Hellwing et al. (2014). This quantity is defined by effectively averaging
Eq. 3.4 over both (a) pair orientation with respect to the LOS, and (b) pair separation
for a fixed projected separation. Denoting the pair separation now as R =

√
`2 + r2, r

being the fixed projected pair separation, this is expressible as,

σ2
12(r) =

∞∫
−∞

d` ξ[R(r, `)]σ2
proj(r, `)

∞∫
−∞

d` ξ[R(r, `)]
, (3.19)

where ξ(R) is the two-point correlation function of halos at separationR. By multiplying,
for each separation, the correlation function for that separation, we achieve a probability
weighting, with corresponding normalization in the denominator. Note that the right
hand side of Eq. (3.19) is not directly observable.

3.3 Measurements

To illustrate the velocity statistics and their estimators, I performed an analysis on
the ΛCDM simulation output. The halos were chosen from a middle mass bin, with
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Figure 3.2: The dispersion in radial pairwise velocities [Eq. (3.14), full
lines] and the transverse pairwise velocities [Eq. (3.15), dashed lines],
using two different ways to estimate the angle between the position vectors
of the halos, θij , as functions of pair separation r; using the average of
both vectors as the triangle long edge [Eq. (3.8), black lines] and using

the position vector of the first halo [Eq. (3.9), red lines].
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Figure 3.3: The mean pairwise velocities [Eq. (3.11), dashed lines], their
dispersions [Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15), full and short dashed lines] and the
LOS integrated dispersion [Eq. (3.19), dotted lines], as functions of pair
separation r, for the ΛCDM simulation (black lines), and for the Stronger

coupling Symmetron MG simulation (red lines).
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of the mean radial pairwise velocity (dashed
lines) with the dispersion (full lines), using the estimators [Eqs. (3.11)
and (3.14), black lines] and the true values [Eqs. (3.12) and (3.17), red

lines].
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approximately 20,000 halos, and a distance bin size of 1.9 h−1Mpc.

Fig. 3.2 shows a comparison between the two mentioned ways to estimate the angle
between the halos, θij [Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9)]. For all separations, the difference is negligi-
ble, becoming visible only for separations of order 50 h−1Mpc. Fig. 3.3 shows estimator
values of all the velocity statistics considered [Eqs. (3.11), (3.14), (3.15) and (3.19)],
as functions of pair separation r. Differences between the cosmologies are clearly most
pronounced at lower scales (of order unity), except for the transverse dispersions and
the LOS integrated dispersions. As can be seen, the deviation between the dispersions is
more stable throughout the plot than the velocities themselves. This is due to the fact
that certain non-linear effects average out in v12, but remain in σ‖ (Scoccimarro, 2004).
Fig. 3.4 shows the performance of the two main estimators, Eqs. (3.11) and (3.14), mea-
sured against the true values [Eqs. (3.12) and (3.17)]. Agreement is very good, although
the estimators exhibit more noise. In the remainder of this thesis I will focus mainly on
the true values of the dispersion in the radial mean pairwise velocities [Eq. (3.17)], on
relatively small scales (1 and 5 h−1Mpc).
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Chapter 4

Validation of methods

As is always the case, it is difficult to assess a priori the accuracy of our estimators. When
subscribing to a particular method of inquiry, one must always question the validity of
those methods. In this chapter I shall develop simple analytical approximations to some
of the equations I use. It is important to realize that these are approximations with
limitations, but they will nevertheless provide a valuable perspective.

4.1 The correlation function

The linear dark matter correlation function obeys the relation (Dodelson, 2003)

ξDM(r) =
∫ dk

2π2 k
2P (k)j0(kr), (4.1)

where P (k) is the power spectrum, easily obtainable through programs like CAMB (Lewis
and Bridle, 2002), and j0 is the zeroth spherical Bessel function of the first kind. Due to
gravitational effects, halo clustering traces the underlying dark matter field’s clustering
with a bias. As mentioned, this bias can, in the linear regime, be defined as the simple
ratio of the overdensity of halos (or galaxies) to the matter overdensity,

b = δg
δm
. (4.2)

Using the definition of the two-point correlation function [Eq. (3.2)], the relationship be-
tween the halo-halo correlation function and the linear dark matter correlation function
then becomes,

ξ(r) = ξDM(r)b2. (4.3)
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From the Press-Schechter formalism, we have that the bias is expressible as,

b(M) = 1 + ν2(M)− 1
δc

, (4.4)

where δc = 1.69 is the Press-Schechter critical density contrast, M is the mass scale,
and ν(M) = δc/σM . Here, σM is the variance of the mass density field smoothed at
scale M ,

σ2
M =

∫ d3k

(2π)3 W
2(k)P (k), (4.5)

W (k) being the Fourier transform of the normalized spherical top hat window function. I
will use an improvement of Eq. (4.4) made with the Sheth-Tormen mass function (Sheth
and Tormen, 1999), which is based on ellipsoidal collapse,

b(M) = 1 + aν2(M)− 1
δc

+ 2p
δc[1 + (aν2)p] , (4.6)

where a = 0.75 and p = 0.3 are fitting parameters. The bias parameter is dependent
on a mass scale M , so for practical matters, I determine the optimal choice of b for a
smooth mass bin Mbin = {M0,M1} with the normalized

bbin =

lnM1∫
lnM0

d lnM dn
d lnM b(M)

lnM1∫
lnM0

d lnM dn
d lnM

, (4.7)

where for the mass function n, I will use,

dn
d lnM = 0.312ρm

M

d ln |σ−1
M |

d lnM e−|σ
−1
M +0.61|3.8 , (4.8)

due to Jenkins et al. (2001), which is based on an empirical fit, and exhibits a good
accuracy for a wide range of conditions (Amendola and Tsujikawa, 2010, Chap. 12).
For a particular mass bin, Eq. (4.3) can then be applied, and the halo-halo correlation
function can be approximated.
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Figure 4.1: Estimated (full lines) and analytically approximated
(dashed lines) values of the mean radial pairwise velocities, for five mass
bins. Upper panels show the absolute values, while the lower panels show
the fractional deviation (v12,est/v12,ana − 1). Details about the mass bins,

including bias, is found in Table 5.1.
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Figure 4.2: Estimated (full lines) and analytically approximated
(dashed lines) values of the correlation function, for five mass bins. Upper
panels show the absolute values, while the lower panels show the fractional
deviation (ξest/ξana − 1). Details about the mass bins, including bias, is

found in Table 5.1.
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Figure 4.3: Halo bias as a function of mass scale calculated using
Eqs. (4.6), (4.8) and (4.5) (red line). The black lines refer to values from
Mo and White (1996, =J99) and Sheth and Tormen (1999, =ST99).

4.2 Mean pairwise velocities

In the fluid limit, the analogue of the discrete Eq. (3.12) is the “pair-density weighted
relative velocity“ (Ferreira et al., 1999),

v12(r) = 〈(v1 − v2)(1 + δ1)(1 + δ2)〉
1 + ξ(r) , (4.9)

where δi is the density contrast at the location of halo i. The magnitude of v12 in this
expression is, on semi-linear scales, related to the correlation function through (Ferreira
et al., 1999; Juszkiewicz, Springel, and Durrer, 1999),

v12(r) = −2
3H0fr

ξ̄(r)
1 + ξ̄(r)

[
1 + α

ξ̄(r)
1 + ξ̄(r)

]
, (4.10)

where H0 is the present-day value of the expansion parameter H, f = Ω0.55
m is the

growth rate of structure, and α is a parameter dependent on the slope of the (linearly
approximated) correlation function, α = 1.2 − 0.65γ with ξ ∝ r−γ ; γ = 1.75 gives a
good match and is used in the literature. ξ̄ is the average of the correlation function in
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a sphere of radius r,

ξ̄(r) = 3
r3

r∫
0

ds s2ξ(s). (4.11)

For a particular length scale r, Eq. (4.10) can be computed to yield an approximation
to v12.

4.3 Measurements

Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 show the estimator values presented in Section 3 together with the
analytical approximations for the mean radial pairwise velocities v12 and the correlation
function ξ. For the velocities, agreement between estimator values and analytical ap-
proximations agree only for high scales (separations roughly greater than 30 h−1Mpc).
This is maybe due to non-linear effects, which will not be included in the analytical
approximations. Disagreement on the larger scales might be reduced precision in the
estimator due to the modes being too large for the simulation space. For the correla-
tion function, we see an initial agreement that is good, with estimated values becoming
increasingly noisy for larger scales. This is due to the fact that the larger scales can fit
a decreasing number of modes in the truncated simulation space, decreasing precision
substantially with increasing distance scale, an effect called sample variance (see Sec-
tion 2.3.1). Fig. 4.3 shows the halo bias as a function of mass scale calculated using
Eqs. (4.6), (4.8) and (4.5), compared to two curves from the literature. Agreement is
excellent.
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Chapter 5

Halo environment

As discussed in the Introduction, many MG theories exhibit an environment-dependent
screening of the fifth force. In this section, I will attempt to quantify halo environment
in two different ways, both of which are expected to correlate with the degree of freedom
in some way.

5.1 Isolatedness

Cosmic environment, while being important in a primal way in describing how halos
form in the Press-Schechter formalism in merit of constituting the progenitor material
of galaxies and halos, does not enter into the simplest descriptions of halo properties.
Halo mass, however, has been used as the primary descriptive parameter. While mass
is sufficient in many ways to characterize dark matter halos, environment has been
observed to correlate with certain halo clustering properties (Hearin, Watson, and van
den Bosch, 2015). Various ways to measure halo environment have been proposed, but
many ways to measure environment are in fact reduced to being a proxy for halo mass
(Haas, Schaye, and Jeeson-Daniel, 2012). Defining a halo’s “Isolatedness”, however, has
proven not to correlate with mass (Haas, Schaye, and Jeeson-Daniel, 2012). Defined as

DN,f ≡
dN,MN/ML≥f

rN
. (5.1)

Here, DN,f is the distance measured from the halo to the N th nearest neighbor whose
mass exceeds f times the mass of the halo, divided by the virial radius of the neighbor.
A high value of DN,f indicates that the halo in question is isolated, while a low value
indicates that is is clustered; I shall follow Zhao, Li, and Koyama (2011) and Winther,
Mota, and Li (2012) in defining halos with D1,1 > 10 as isolated. In addition, I divide
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halos into low-mass (5 × 1011 ≤ Mhalo ≤ 2 × 1012 h−1M�) and high-mass (Mhalo >

2 × 1012 h−1M�) samples, resulting in a total of four bins in isolatedness (isolated vs.
clustered) and mass (low vs. high).

It has been suggested in the literature (e.g. Zhao, Li, and Koyama, 2011; Winther,
Mota, and Li, 2012; Gronke et al., 2015) that isolatedness trace the ambient density
around halos. This is not supported by the original Haas, Schaye, and Jeeson-Daniel
(2012) paper, however (see also Section 5.3, below). Whether isolatedness is a useful
measure of environment for studying modified gravity effects is also unclear: it has indeed
been found to correlate with Chameleon-like screening by some authors (Zhao, Li, and
Koyama, 2011; Winther, Mota, and Li, 2012; Falck, Koyama, and Zhao, 2015), but has
also been found to not be associated with signs of screening (Gronke et al., 2015).

5.2 Reconstructing the density field

Another way to measure halo environment would be to directly estimate the 3D dark
matter density field of the simulation space. This can be done using a Delaunay tri-
angulation (Delaunay, 1934) on the point distribution of halos, akin to a full Delaunay
Tessellation Field Estimation (Schaap and Weygaert, 2000). Delaunay triangulation cre-
ates a set of tetrahedra that covers the volume spanned by the halo catalog, with each
vertex coinciding with the position of a halo. The triangulation yields smaller tetrahedra
around halos in regions with a high halo number density, and larger ones around more
isolated halos. Dividing the halo mass by the volumes of the tetrahedra connected to
that halo gives a point-wise measure of density (Weygaert and Schaap, 2009),

ρi = 4Mhalo,i∑
j
Vi,j

, (5.2)

where the index j labels the (connected) Delaunay tetrahedra, and the factor of 4 is
a dimensional normalization constant, resulting from the fact that each tetrahedron is
counted four times. The sum Wi =

∑
j Vi,j is called the contiguous Voronoi cell around

point i. This definition of point-wise density ensures that integration of density over the
simulation space yields the total mass of the halos used.

The density contrast δi at point i is defined by (1 + δi) = ρi/ρ̄, where ρ̄ is the mean
density. To perform the Delaunay triangulation I used a MATLAB routine, which in turn
utilizes the Computational Geometry Algorithms Library, CGAL (CGAL Project, 2015).
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Halo mass bins, {Mj}, j = 1, 2, 3

Bin edges in Mhalo [h−1M�] [5× 1011, 1012) [1012, 2.2× 1012) [2.2× 1012, 5× 1012)
Nhalos 2.9× 104 2.7× 104 1.7× 104

〈Mhalo〉 [h−1M�] 7.1× 1011 1.4× 1012 3.2× 1012

〈b〉halo 0.93 0.99 1.10

Halo mass bins, {Mj}, j = 4, 5

Bin edges in Mhalo [h−1M�] [5× 1012, 1013) [1013,∞)
Nhalos 7.9× 103 7.4× 103

〈Mhalo〉 [h−1M�] 6.8× 1012 2.3× 1013

〈b〉halo 1.23 1.65

Ambient density bins, {δj}, j = 1, . . . , 5

Bin edges in δ [−1.00,−0.70) [−0.70,−0.35) [−0.35, 0.27) [0.27, 1.99)
Nhalos 2.7× 104 1.3× 104 1.1× 104 1.2× 104

〈Mhalo〉 [h−1M�] 9.6× 1011 1.3× 1012 1.6× 1012 2.1× 1012

〈b〉halo 0.97 1.01 1.04 1.08

Ambient density bins, {δj}, j = 6, 7

Bin edges in δ [1.99, 10.00) [10.00,∞)
Nhalos 1.2× 104 1.3× 104

〈Mhalo〉 [h−1M�] 2.9× 1012 6.1× 1012

〈b〉halo 1.14 1.30

Table 5.1: Mean mass and bias for halos binned by mass (top) and
ambient density (bottom), for the ΛCDM simulation. Bias is estimated
by averaging over the halo model bias, b(Mi) (see Section 4), for the halos

in each bin j, i.e. 〈b〉(j)
halo =

∑
i∈ bin j b(Mi)/N (j)

halos.

I use 6 bins in δ in this analysis, as summarized in Table 5.1, and shown in Fig. 5.3, which
shows a comparison between the measures of environment (and which is the subject of
the next section), and in Fig. 5.2, which shows the distribution of halo mass within the
density bin for the ΛCDM and the Strong coupling Symmetron simulations. As can
be readily observed in the latter figure, mass distribution is sharp and narrow for the
low-density bins, and relatively broad for the high-density bins.
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Model µ200 [h−1M�]

f(R)
Weak 1.0× 1013

Medium 1.0× 1014

Strong 3.0× 1016

Symmetron

Weak coupling 4.5× 1011

Strong coupling 4.5× 1011

Early SSB 2.8× 1012

Super-early SSB 2.0× 1013

Table 5.2: The rescaling mass (Eqs. 5.3 and 5.4) for the simulated MG
theories listed in Table 2.1. Halos with massM200 � µ200 are expected to
be fully screened, while those withM200 ' µ200 will be partially screened.

Figure 5.1: A cross section of thickness 1 h−1Mpc in the x, y plane of
the ΛCDM simulation space, with halo positions and masses indicated
by colour, and (linearly) interpolated density field likewise indicated by
colour. A particularly underdense halo is shown as a yellow star and

marked with a red circle.
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Figure 5.2: The mass distributions of the density bins for both the
ΛCDM simulation and the Strong coupling simmulation. Bins are color
coded, and the mean mass of every bin is indicated by a triangle on
the x-axis. See also Figs. 6.5 and 6.6 for similar indications of the mass

distribution (in units of rescaling mass) of the density bins.
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5.3 Environment comparison

Isolatedness and density, Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2), measure environment differently. The
definition of isolatedness is crafted to be independent of halo mass (Haas, Schaye, and
Jeeson-Daniel, 2012), while at the same time high mass halos tend to form in regions
of high density (Haas, Schaye, and Jeeson-Daniel, 2012; Grützbauch et al., 2011; Chen
et al., 2015). One should think then, that isolatedness will not correlate strongly with
density, which is just what fig. 5.3 shows. There, halos above a minimum mass threshold
are plotted in the log10(D1,1), log10(δ+1) plane, with the shades of gray representing
density bin (from dark gray high density halos to light gray low density ones). Each
density bin contains halos of a wide range of isolatedness, even a substantial number of
the most overdense halos [δ = O (103)] are defined as isolated. However, though no
clear relationship between isolatededness and density is apparent, isolated halos exhibit
a weak tendency to live in regions of low density rather than in regions of high density,
and vice versa, presumably due to the difficulty of having more than one halo form in
regions of low density.

This difference in how to measure halo environment enables some definitions of en-
vironment to be more effective in uncovering signs of screening than others. Since the
Chameleon-like screening in Symmetron models has an explicit dependence on the local
matter density, we would expect the binning in ambient density δi to exhibit the clearest
differences in observables between screened and unscreened regions; but since density to
a certain extent traces mass, this will also be correlated with mass-dependent effects,
which has the potential to muddle up the picture: whether or not a density-dependent
or mass-dependent effect is observed will not be immediately clear without investigating
explicit mass dependence.

5.4 Halo rescaling mass

Gronke, Mota, and Winther (2015) use an empirical fit on fifth-force profiles for NFW
halo density profiles to identify a transitional halo mass, dubbed rescaling mass, µ200,
as an intermediary halo mass above which the fifth force is screened, and below which
the fifth force is unscreened. It is defined as the point of half-maximum screening, and
intermediary levels of screening is observed in a band centered on the rescaling mass,
µ200. For the Symmetron, and f(R) respectively, Gronke, Mota, and Winther (2015)
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Figure 5.3: Isolatedness vs. ambient density for halos of mass
Mhalo ≥ 5 × 1011 h−1M�, taken from the ΛCDM simulation. The
horizontal line divides the isolated (log10D1,1 ≥ 1) and clustered sub-
samples. The gray shading of the points denotes the binning in ambient
density; red errorbars denote the mean and standard deviation of the

ambient density and isolatedness in each ambient density bin.
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find the fitting functions,

µSymm
200 ≈ 2× 1010 h−1M�

(
L

h−1Mpc

)3
(1 + zSSB)4.5 (5.3)

µ
f(R)
200 ≈ 1013 h−1M�

(
fR0
10−6

)1.5
. (5.4)

While these calculations are strictly valid for the relative strength of the fifth force
experiences by a test particle around individual halos, the force experienced mutually
between halos will follow a similar pattern, affecting the clustering of halos. Then,
clustering statistics in halo populations with masses well above the rescaling mass will
be expected to exhibit a screened fifth force. Conversely, halos in mass bins around
or far below the rescaling mass will be partially or fully unscreened, making deviations
from GR apparent in the clustering statistics.

The values of the rescaling mass for each of the models considered in this thesis
are given in Table 5.2. It can be seen that the f(R) models – even the weakest, with
fR0 = 10−6 – have high rescaling masses, µ200 ≥ 1013 h−1M�, which suggests that
most halos from the simulations should be partially or fully unscreened, as the masses
encountered in the simulations used here are well below these values. However, the
rescaling masses are substantially lower for all of the Symmetron models except Super-
early SSB, and so a range of screening states are expected for these models.
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Chapter 6

Results

To investigate the deviation of MG theories from ΛCDM and its dependency on halo
characteristics, I applied the analysis developed in Section 3 to the simulation output
data described in Section 2, binned according to the information in Table 5.1. Here I
present the dependence of the velocity statistics on halo mass, isolatedness, and ambient
density, for each of the simulated MG models. As mentioned, I will mostly focus on
the quantity ∆σ‖, which is the fractional deviation of the radial velocity dispersion (see
Section 3.2) from its ΛCDM value (where ∆X = XMG/XΛCDM − 1 for quantity X).

6.1 Dependence on halo mass

In Figs. 6.1 and 6.2, I show the absolute value and fractional deviation from GR for four
different statistics, binned by halo mass with the binning specified in Table 5.1. Each
bin is shown for two different halo pair separations, r = 1 and 5h−1Mpc. I will focus
on r = 5h−1Mpc below, as the 1h−1Mpc bin is considerably noisier.1 Nevertheless, I
include both in the figures to facilitate comparison with equivalent results in Hellwing
et al. (2014).

The upper panel of Fig. 6.1 shows the halo-halo correlation function, ξhh(r), estimated
using Eq. (3.3), with 7,000-30,000 halos per mass bin (Table 5.1). There is a clear trend
of increasing correlation with mass for all models, which is expected; more massive halos
are more strongly biased. The deviation ∆ξ becomes larger and more negative from the
Weak to Strong f(R) model, indicating a suppression of clustering on these scales. A
similar, but more confused picture can be seen for the Symmetron models. There is no

1Note that the noise due to sample variance is correlated between models, as the simulations share
the same initial conditions.
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of statistics across models: ξ(r) (top panel)
and v12(r) (bottom).The left and right columns in both panels are for pair
separations r = 1 and 5 h−1Mpc respectively. Upper rows show absolute
values of the statistics, while lower rows show the fractional deviation

from GR (∆X = XMG/XΛCDM − 1 for quantity X).
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of statistics across models: σ‖(r) (top panel)
and σ12(r) (bottom). The left and right columns in both panels are for
pair separations r = 1 and 5 h−1Mpc respectively. Upper rows show
absolute values of the statistics, while lower rows show the fractional
deviation from ΛCDM (∆X = XMG/XΛCDM − 1 for quantity X). The
red points in the bottom panel are taken from the f(R) model results

presented in Hellwing et al. (2014).
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clear evidence for a dependence of ∆ξ on mass. Clearer trends in ξ as a function of mass
are observed by Hellwing et al. (2014), as they average over 6 different realizations of
the initial fluctuations; they also find no strong evidence for a mass dependence.

The lower panel of Fig. 6.1 shows the mean relative radial velocity, v12, in the same
separation and mass bins. The ∆v‖ curves are more clearly separated for the different
MG theories, with stronger modifications consistently giving larger fractional deviations.
The dispersion of v12 is shown in the upper panel of Fig. 6.2. This quantity was calcu-
lated from the full 3D information in the simulations [Eq. (3.6)], not the estimator σ̃‖.The
pattern is more coherent than for the previous two quantities, with weaker modifications
like Weak f(R) and Weak coupling Symmetron exhibiting ∆σ‖ ≈ 0, and stronger mod-
ifications like Strong f(R)) giving up to ∼ 30% deviations from ΛCDM. Again, there is
no clear dependence on mass, either of σ‖ or ∆σ‖.

Finally, the lower panel of Fig. 6.2 shows the dispersion of the relative LOS velocity,
σ12. As for σ‖, the trend with increasing strength of deviation from GR is clear, and
the dependence on mass is weak (although σ12 can be seen to decrease slightly with
increasing mass). In addition, ∆σ‖ ≈ ∆σ12 in all cases, with similar scatter across the
mass bins. I find excellent agreement with the results for f(R) from Hellwing et al.
(2014) (red points in the lower panel of Fig. 6.2) at a separation of r = 5h−1Mpc, but
less so at r = 1h−1Mpc, where they observe a much stronger mass dependence.

Overall, then, I find no clear evidence that the fractional deviations of the velocity
statistics depend on halo mass. This is qualitatively similar to what was found in
Hellwing et al. (2014), although some of the results differ in detail. The lack of a strong
mass dependence can be understood in terms of the fifth force profiles calculated by
Gronke, Llinares, and Mota (2014) for the same Symmetron and f(R) theories considered
here. At distances beyond the virial radius, r ≥ rvir, the fifth force was found to be
approximately constant as a function of mass in all models when Mh . 1013M�.

6.2 Dependence on isolatedness

Figs. 6.3 and 6.4 show the fractional deviations of the relative radial velocity dispersion,
∆σ‖, in bins of halo mass and isolatedness, D1,1. As discussed in Section 5.1, halos are
considered “isolated” if the nearest more-massive halo is greater than 10 times its virial
radius away, D1,1 > 10, and “clustered” otherwise. The boundary between the low and
high mass bins is at 2 × 1012 h−1M�. As before, the results are presented for two halo
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Figure 6.3: Fractional deviation from GR (∆σ‖ = σ‖,MG/σ‖,GR − 1) of
the relative radial velocity dispersion, ∆σ‖, for the three f(R) models,
binned by isolatedness (isolated vs. clustered) and mass (low and high
halo mass) as described in Section 5.1. Pair separations r = 1 and 5
h−1Mpc are presented with bold and pale shading respectively. The iso-
lated, high mass halo bin was excluded for r = 1 h−1Mpc due to the low

number of halos within in.
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Figure 6.4: Fractional deviation ∆σ‖, for the four Symmetron models
(see Fig. 6.3 for key).
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Figure 6.5: Fractional deviation from ΛCDM (∆σ‖ = σ‖,MG/σ‖,ΛCDM−
1) for the four Symmetron models (colored lines), for separations r = 1
(solid lines) and 5 h−1Mpc (dashed), as a function of ambient density, δ.
Deviations without binning in δ are shown as solid (r = 1h−1Mpc) and
dashed (r = 5h−1Mpc) horizontal gray lines. Yellow points are the ratio
of mean halo mass to rescaling mass (right axis; see Section 5.2), with
the bars denoting the standard deviation within the bin, and the orange
shading representing the band of partial screening found in Gronke, Mota,

and Winther (2015).
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Figure 6.6: Fractional deviation ∆σ‖ for the three f(R) models (colored
lines/left axis), and the ratio of mean halo mass to rescaling mass (yellow

points/right axis); see Fig. 6.5 for key.

separations, r = 1 and 5h−1Mpc. Note that in some cases there are too few halo pairs
at 1h−1Mpc separation in the isolated bin, so these bins have been removed from the
plot.

Fig. 6.3 shows ∆σ‖ for the f(R) models. For separations of r = 5h−1Mpc, ∆σ‖
depends strongly on fR0 for both clustered and isolated halos; the Weak f(R) model
(fR0 = 10−6) hardly deviates from GR, while Strong f(R) (fR0 = 10−4) shows a ∼
30% deviation in both mass bins. At this separation, no clear dependence of ∆σ‖ on
isolatedness is apparent, although there is tentative evidence for mass-dependence in the
isolated bin (the Strong f(R) model gives ∆σ‖ ≈ 35% and 23% in the low and high mass
bins respectively). This can potentially be explained by noise however, as the isolated
bins contain relatively fewer halo pairs. Noise also explains the relative scatter in the
results for r = 1h−1Mpc.

A clear dependence on isolatedness is found for one of the Symmetron models, however
(Fig. 6.4). For r = 5h−1Mpc, the deviation for the Strong coupling Symmetron model
in the isolated bin is significant (∼10 − 15%), but goes to zero in the clustered bin. A
mild dependence on mass can also be seen in the isolated bin. The effect is much smaller
for the Weak coupling model, which goes from a slightly positive (isolated) to slightly
negative (clustered) deviation. These two models have the same zSSB = 1 but differ in
coupling strength by a factor of 2. For the other two Symmetron models, there is no
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strong dependence on isolatedness; Early SSB shows only a slight decrease in ∆σ‖ from
the isolated to clustered bin, while a slight increase is observed for Super-early SSB. The
Super-early SSB model shows a higher deviation overall.

Since SSB of the background occurred at a much earlier stage in these models (zSSB =
2 and 3 respectively), the clustering of dark matter halos can be expected to have evolved
with an active coupling between the scalar field and matter for a long time regardless
of environment on cosmological scales, with screening only having been significant on
very small scales. The environment-dependence seen in the Strong coupling model may
therefore have been erased (Gronke, Llinares, and Mota, 2014).

6.3 Dependence on ambient density

Figs. 6.5 and 6.6 show the fractional deviation ∆σ‖ for each theory as a function of
ambient density constrast, δ (see Section 5.2). Also plotted is the mean mass of halos
in each bin, 〈Mh〉, divided by the rescaling mass µ200 for each theory (see Section 5.2).
Bins with µ̂ = log10(〈Mh〉/µ200) � 0 are expected to contain halos that are screened,
while highly negative values of µ̂ are in the unscreened regime and so should correlate
with stronger modified gravity effects (Gronke, Mota, and Winther, 2015). Between
these two extremes, there is a band around µ̂ = 0 that corresponds to partial screening
(orange shading in the figures). In this region, the screening mechanism is active, but
deviations from GR are not fully suppressed, i.e. this is the transition region between
the fully screened and unscreened states [see Section 5.2].

This relationship between screening and rescaled halo mass µ̂ appears to be borne
out by the figures. The ∆σ‖ curves for the Strong and Medium f(R) theories (Fig. 6.6)
are flat, indicating no significant dependence on δ. Since µ̂ is below the screening tran-
sition region for almost all of the ambient density bins, this is to be expected – both of
these theories are fully unscreened across the whole range of δ, and so no environment-
dependent screening is taking place. This is not the case for the Weak f(R) model, for
which most of the bins are inside the transition region – screening should be partially
active – but this also exhibits a flat ∆σ‖ curve. This model gives too small a modification
in the first place for any environment dependence to be noticeable, however.

The Symmetron models show a broader range of behavior (Fig. 6.5). In all cases, and
for all ambient density bins, µ̂ is within the screening transition region (which is also
wider than for the f(R) models). This suggests that environment-dependent screening
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should be observable for all four models, and this is indeed the case – the Strong coupling,
Early SSB, and Super-early SSB models all show a strong evolution of ∆σ‖ with ambient
density. The largest deviations occur in low-density (void) regions, with differences from
ΛCDM of up to 50% being observed for the Super-early SSB model. The deviations are
much smaller at high values of δ. A ∼20% deviation is observed even in the δ ≥ 10 bin
for Super-early SSB, however, as this model is generally closer to being unscreened than
the others. The Weak coupling Symmetron model does not fit into this pattern, showing
∆σ‖ ≈ 0 across the full δ range, but as with the Weak f(R) model, this presumably has
more to do with the overall weakness of the modification to GR in this theory.

While the value of µ̂ relative to the screening transition region appears to give a
satisfactory explanation of our results, we cannot exclude the possibility that the behav-
ior of the ∆σ‖ curves is unrelated to the mass of the individual halos. An alternative
explanation could be that the link between ∆σ‖ and halo mass is a secondary effect
caused by the weak dependence of halo mass on ambient density. In this scenario the
mass dependence is just a coincidence, due to the expectation from the peak-background
split formalism (Bardeen et al., 1986) that high-mass halos form more readily in higher-
density environments (see Table 5.1 for the mean halo mass and bias of each ambient
density bin).

Whatever the reason, Figs. 6.5 and 6.6 show a clear environmental dependence of ∆σ‖
that differs between modified gravity theories. This is a tell-tale signature of screening
at work. Moreover, all of the quantities involved are observables, making it possible to
look for these signatures in forthcoming velocity surveys.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

In the introduction to this thesis, I presented an argument for the necessity of modifica-
tions to gravity at large scales, and I introduced some of the theories that are currently
being developed as alternative theories of gravity. In the history of science, nature has
been frequently searched for evidence of theoretical constructs posited by scientists, and
the triumph of a model that after a long process is finally proven to make unique phys-
ical predictions is arguably one of the greatest feats ascribable to the scientific method.
In this thesis I have made a humble contribution to the ongoing search for evidence
of modified gravity, by finding clear evidence of fifth-force screening in cosmological
N -body simulations, through strongly environment-dependent deviations of modified
gravity theories from general relativistic gravity.

Through a literature study, I have developed tools to study the clustering statistics
of halos through analyzing the halos’ peculiar velocities, tools that are presented and
compared in Section 3. As MG screening mechanisms are highly dependent on halo
environment, I have quantified halo environment in two ways, the isolatedness of halos
and a reconstruction of the ambient matter density field that they inhabit. I compared
the two measures of environment, and found that, contrary to claims in the literature,
they do not correlate with each other. Halo environment quantified by ambient matter
density proves to correlate well with evidence for screening, and the results depend on the
particular modified gravity theory, with a clear signal being apparent in the Symmetron
gravity simulations.

Throughout, I have worked under the assumption that noise-free distances and ve-
locities are available for all halos down to a mass cutoff. In current peculiar velocity
surveys, however, errors are in the order of tens of percent (Tully et al., 2013). In addi-
tion, current peculiar velocity surveys contain objects numbering in the order of ∼ 103,
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(Tully et al., 2013) far fewer than in the catalogs used here, which numbers in the or-
der of ∼ 105. Finally, real-world observations are performed on real galaxies, not dark
matter halos, which could introduce a selection function for the halo distribution, and
pose difficulties in how the density field is reconstructed, in addition to baryonic induced
effects on the galaxy density field. Extending the analysis so that it both encompasses
baryonic matter and is applicable to real galaxies remain a task for future work.

Though too simple to be directly applicable to real-world observations, the method-
ology presented in this thesis can make the foundation for a future set of tools, as all
the quantities used are closely linked to observables in a clear way. Furthermore, large
peculiar velocity surveys are planned for the future that are expected to yield samples
in the order of ∼ 104 (Koda et al., 2014), bringing promise of future development in this
field.
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Appendix A

Code

The N -body simulations and the subsequent halo identification routine yield snapshots
taken at the present day epoch of all the halos identified. Their positions, velocities, virial
radii and a host of other characteristics are recorded and outputted. It is from this data
that my analysis starts. In this appendix I will go through the program suite written to
apply the analysis, which was written in FORTRAN. The particular procedure I will explain
here will calculate the velocity statistics for the ΛCDM simulation, binned by density.
This procedure constitute a small part of the entire program suite. Additional modules
and changes to existing modules are needed to produce all of the results presented in
Section 6.

First off, adal loads the program suite, and starts off by calling density, a module
for setting up the data.

adal.f90, first part

1 PROGRAM adal

2 USE parameters

3 USE mod_prep

4 USE mod_bins

5 USE mod_density

6 USE mod_correlation

7 USE mod_correlation_read

8 USE mod_velstats

9 USE mod_analytical

10 USE mod_error

11 IMPLICIT NONE

13 INTEGER :: i,j,k,q,p,go
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15 WRITE (* ,*) ’calling density ’

16 CALL density

The data is encoded as text in an .ascii file, which needs to be treated and stored
in arrays. The program suite read the file, picks out halos that make the mass cutoff,
and then it proceeds to write the halo position information to a file. The main part of
the module mod_density is the subroutine density, this is the subroutine that is called
within adal.

mod_density.f90, first part

1 MODULE mod_density

2 USE parameters

3 IMPLICIT NONE

5 REAL(dp),ALLOCATABLE , DIMENSION (:) :: dens ,dens_dummy ,

↪→ numberdens ,voronois ,R_v

6 INTEGER , ALLOCATABLE , DIMENSION (: ,:) :: tetras ,halos , minima

7 REAL(dp),ALLOCATABLE , DIMENSION (: ,:) :: voids ,b

8 INTEGER , ALLOCATABLE , DIMENSION (:) :: tetracount ,tetra_id ,

↪→ void_indices

9 REAL(dp),ALLOCATABLE , DIMENSION (:) :: m

12 CONTAINS

14 SUBROUTINE density

16 IMPLICIT NONE

18 INTEGER , PARAMETER :: NN = 46 ! Total number of

↪→ halo quantitites .

19 INTEGER , PARAMETER :: mass_id =27 ! M200b position : 27

↪→ M200c: 28.

20 REAL(dp),ALLOCATABLE , DIMENSION (: ,:) :: x

21 REAL(dp),DIMENSION (0:N, 1:NN) :: array

22 CHARACTER (LEN =300) :: line
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23 INTEGER :: N_halos

24 INTEGER :: N_tetras

25 INTEGER :: i,j,q,counter ,N_bin ,found ,shuffle ,p,k,success

↪→ ,NN_halos ,larger ,N_minima ,counter2 , one_minimum ,

↪→ N_biases

26 REAL(dp) :: x_len ,rando1 ,rando2 ,multiplier ,area ,volume ,

↪→ mass ,avg ,avgm ,avg2 ,avgm2 ,numavg ,numavg2 ,totalmass ,

↪→ R_void , old_density , new_density ,old_V ,new_V ,old_R ,

↪→ new_R ,dist , max_dens

27 REAL(dp),DIMENSION (4 ,4) :: dummy_matrix

28 REAL(dp),PARAMETER :: voidy = 0.2 _dp

29 REAL(dp),PARAMETER :: clustry = 1000.0 _dp

30 REAL(dp),PARAMETER :: increment = 0.3 _dp

31 REAL(dp),DIMENSION (3) :: current_void

32 REAL(dp),PARAMETER , DIMENSION ( N_intervals ) :: intervals =

↪→ (/ -10.0 _dp **15 ,&

33 -0.7_dp , -0.35 _dp ,0.27 _dp ,1.99 _dp ,10.0 _dp ,10.0 _dp

↪→ **15 /)

35 ! Reading the halo catalog .

36 OPEN (12, file=’ halos_0 .0. ascii ’, status =’old ’, action =’read

↪→ ’)

37 ReadComments : DO

38 READ (12, ’(A) ’) line

39 IF(line (1:1) /= "#") exit ReadComments

40 END DO ReadComments

41 BACKSPACE (12)

42 DO i=1, N

43 READ (12, *) (array(i, j), j=1,NN)

44 END DO

45 CLOSE (12)

47 ! Picking out halos that make the mass cutoff .

48 OPEN (15, FILE=’halos.dat ’)

49 N_bin = 0

50 DO i=1,N
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51 IF (( array(i, mass_id ).GT. min_mass ).AND .( array(i,

↪→ mass_id ).LT. max_mass )) N_bin = N_bin + 1

52 END DO

54 ! Fill temporary arrays with halo information , and write

↪→ to file.

55 ALLOCATE (x(N_bin ,3))

56 ALLOCATE (m(N_bin))

57 j = 1

58 DO i = 1,N

59 IF (( array(i, mass_id ).GT. min_mass ).AND .( array(i,

↪→ mass_id ).LT. max_mass )) THEN

60 x(j ,:) = array(i ,9:11)

61 m(j) = array(i, mass_id )

62 WRITE (15 ,*) (x(j,q), q=1 ,3)

63 j = j + 1

64 END IF

65 END DO

The file will then be picked up by an external program, a MATLAB script which is called
from within density, that performs Delaunay triangulation on the point distribution of
halos.

mod_density, second part

67 ! Call the MATLAB ruoutine on the file.

68 WRITE (* ,*) ’in dens , calling triang .m’

69 call execute_command_line (’ matlab -nojvm < triang .m’)

The MATLAB routine is short and simple,

triang.m

1 disp(’ running a Delaunay triangulation routine on the halo

↪→ catalog ’)

2 M = dlmread (’halos.dat ’);

4 fileID1 = fopen(’ halocount .dat ’,’w’);

5 fprintf (fileID1 ,’%d’, length (M(: ,1)) );

6 fclose ( fileID1 );
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8 DT = delaunayTriangulation (M);

9 dlmwrite (’ triang .dat ’,DT ,’delimiter ’,’\t’,’precision ’,’%.7i

↪→ ’);

11 fileID2 = fopen(’ tetracount .dat ’,’w’);

12 fprintf (fileID2 ,’%d’, length (DT (: ,1)) );

13 fclose ( fileID2 );

density then picks up the thread, reading the output files from triang, which consist of
one file containing a matrix containing positions of the four vertices of every tetrahedra,
and one file containing the number of tetrahedra to be read. Since each vertex coincides
with a halo position, each tetrahedron position in 3-space is encoded in a single number,
the index corresponding to the halo at that position.

mod_density, third part

71 ! Read the MATLAB output .

72 OPEN (12, FILE=’ tetracount .dat ’, status =’old ’, action =’read

↪→ ’)

73 READ (12 ,*) N_tetras

74 CLOSE (12)

75 ALLOCATE ( tetras (N_tetras ,4))

76 ALLOCATE ( tetra_id ( N_tetras ))

77 OPEN (13, file=’ triang .dat ’, status =’old ’, action =’read ’)

78 DO i=1, N_tetras

79 READ (13, *) ( tetras (i, j), j=1 ,4)

80 END DO

81 CLOSE (13)

The next step is the main density estimation algorithm, revolving around Eq. (5.2), and
the procedure explained in Section 5.2. The density at each halo position is stored in an
array.

mod_density.f90, fourth part

83 ! Allocate arrays for the density computation .

84 N_halos = SIZE(x(: ,1))

85 ALLOCATE ( tetracount ( N_halos ))

86 ALLOCATE ( dens_dummy ( N_halos ))
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87 ALLOCATE (dens( N_halos ))

88 ALLOCATE ( numberdens ( N_halos ))

89 ALLOCATE ( voronois ( N_halos ))

90 ALLOCATE (R_v( N_halos ))

92 ! Main density algorithm .

93 tetracount = 0

94 tetra_id = 0

95 dens = 0.0 _dp

96 avgm = 0.0 _dp ! Average halo mass

97 totalmass = 0.0 _dp

98 DO i = 1, N_halos

99 totalmass = totalmass + m(i)

100 END DO

101 avgm = totalmass /FLOAT( N_halos ) ! Unit: Msol/h0.

102 DO i = 1, N_tetras

103 ! Compute the volume of tetra i with vertices halos(

↪→ tetras (i ,:) ,:).

104 dummy_matrix = 1.0 _dp

105 DO j =1,4

106 DO p = 1,3

107 dummy_matrix (j,p) = x( tetras (i,j),p)

108 END DO

109 END DO

110 volume = ABS( FindDet ( dummy_matrix ,4) /6.0 _dp )

112 ! Add the volume and tetracount to relevant storing

↪→ vectors .

113 DO j = 1,4

114 dens_dummy ( tetras (i,j)) = dens_dummy ( tetras (i,j))

↪→ + volume

115 tetracount ( tetras (i,j)) = tetracount ( tetras (i,j))

↪→ + 1

116 END DO

117 END DO

118 numavg = 0.0 _dp; avg = 0.0 _dp
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119 OPEN (16, FILE=’ densities .dat ’)

120 OPEN (17, FILE=’ densities2 .dat ’)

121 OPEN (18, FILE=’ voidIndices .dat ’)

122 OPEN (69, FILE=’sacred -debug -file.dat ’)

123 OPEN (37, FILE=’ masses .dat ’)

124 DO i = 1, N_halos

125 voronois (i) = dens_dummy (i)

126 R_v(i) = (0.75 _dp* voronois (i)/pi) **(1.0 _dp /3.0 _dp)

127 dens(i) = m(i)*4.0 _dp/ dens_dummy (i)

128 numberdens (i) = 4.0 _dp/ dens_dummy (i)

129 numavg = numavg + dens(i)* dens_dummy (i)

130 END DO

131 avg = totalmass /(L**3)

132 counter = 0

133 counter2 = 0

Then, the module determines density bin information, and writes the indices of halos
associated with each bin to a file, information that will be used by later modules (and
potentially external plotting programs).

mod_density, fifth part

135 ! Density bin information associated to every halo.

136 WRITE (16 ,*) 1 ,0.0_dp ,0.0 _dp

137 DO j = 1, N_intervals -1

138 counter2 = 0

139 avgm2 = 0.0 _dp

140 avg2 = 0.0 _dp

141 DO i =1, N_halos

142 IF ( ( dens(i)/avg - 1.0 _dp .GE. intervals (j) ).

↪→ AND .&

143 ( dens(i)/avg - 1.0 _dp .LT. intervals (j+1) )

↪→ ) THEN

144 WRITE (18 ,*) i

145 WRITE (37 ,*) j,m(i)

146 avg2 = avg2 + dens(i)

147 avgm2 = avgm2 + m(i)

148 counter = counter + 1
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149 counter2 = counter2 + 1

150 END IF

151 END DO

152 WRITE (16 ,*) counter ,avg2/FLOAT( counter2 )/avg - 1.0 _dp

↪→ ,LOG10(avgm2/FLOAT( counter2 ))

153 END DO

154 CLOSE (37)

156 END SUBROUTINE density

The remainder of the density module is a function for calculating matrix determinants,
which was used to compute tetrahedron volumes.

mod_density, final part

158 ! Function for finding matrix determinant .

159 REAL FUNCTION FindDet (matrix , n)

160 IMPLICIT NONE

162 INTEGER , INTENT (IN) :: n

163 REAL(dp), DIMENSION (n,n) :: matrix

164 REAL(dp) :: m, temp

165 INTEGER :: i, j, k, l

166 LOGICAL :: DetExists = .TRUE.

167 l = 1

168 ! Convert to upper triangular form

169 DO k = 1, n-1

170 IF ( matrix (k,k) == 0) THEN

171 DetExists = .FALSE.

172 DO i = k+1, n

173 IF ( matrix (i,k) /= 0) THEN

174 DO j = 1, n

175 temp = matrix (i,j)

176 matrix (i,j)= matrix (k,j)

177 matrix (k,j) = temp

178 END DO

179 DetExists = .TRUE.

180 l=-l
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181 EXIT

182 ENDIF

183 END DO

184 IF ( DetExists .EQV. .FALSE .) THEN

185 FindDet = 0

186 return

187 END IF

188 ENDIF

189 DO j = k+1, n

190 m = matrix (j,k)/ matrix (k,k)

191 DO i = k+1, n

192 matrix (j,i) = matrix (j,i) - m* matrix (k,i)

193 END DO

194 END DO

195 END DO

197 ! Calculate determinant by finding product of diagonal

↪→ elements

198 FindDet = l

199 DO i = 1, n

200 FindDet = FindDet * matrix (i,i)

201 END DO

203 END FUNCTION FindDet

205 END MODULE mod_density

The main program then calls bins, a simple module for setting up the distance bins.

adal, second part

18 WRITE (* ,*) ’calling bins ’

19 CALL bins

mod_bins’s main part is a subroutine, but it also contains a function for assigning a
distance bin index to any given distance.

mod_bins.f90

1 MODULE mod_bins
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2 USE parameters

4 IMPLICIT NONE

6 INTEGER , PARAMETER :: n_r = 31 ! Number of distance bins.

7 REAL(dp),PARAMETER :: r_min = 1.0 _dp ! Smallest bin.

8 REAL(dp),PARAMETER :: r_max = 60 ! Largest bin.

9 INTEGER , PARAMETER :: n_sigma = 2 ! The interesting

↪→ bins.

10 REAL(dp), ALLOCATABLE , DIMENSION (:) :: distance_bins ,

↪→ ell_bins1 , ell_bins2

11 REAL(dp), ALLOCATABLE , DIMENSION (:) :: mass_bins

12 REAL(dp), PARAMETER , DIMENSION ( n_sigma ) :: r_interesting =

↪→ (/ 1,5 /)

14 CONTAINS

16 SUBROUTINE bins

18 IMPLICIT NONE

20 INTEGER :: i,j

21 REAL(dp) :: delta_r

22 REAL(dp),DIMENSION ( N_intervals ,3) :: bin_properties

24 ! Allocating the two bin collections .

25 ALLOCATE ( distance_bins (n_r))

26 ALLOCATE ( mass_bins (n_M))

28 ! Reading the general bin properties .

29 OPEN (14, file=’ densities .dat ’, status =’old ’, action =’read ’)

30 DO i=1, n_M +1

31 READ (14, *) ( bin_properties (i, j), j=1 ,3)

32 END DO

33 CLOSE (14)

34 DO i=1, n_M
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35 mass_bins (i) = bin_properties (i+1 ,3)

36 END DO

38 ! Setting up the distance bins.

39 DO i = 1,n_r

40 distance_bins (i) = r_min + (r_max -r_min)*FLOAT(i -1)/

↪→ FLOAT(n_r -1)

41 END DO

43 END SUBROUTINE bins

45 ! Function for associating distance bin to any length r.

46 INTEGER FUNCTION bin_finder (r)

48 IMPLICIT NONE

50 REAL(dp),INTENT (in) :: r

52 bin_finder = 1 + INT( FLOAT(n_r -1) *(r-r_min)/( r_max -

↪→ r_min) )

53 IF ( bin_finder .GT.n_r) bin_finder = n_r

55 END FUNCTION bin_finder

57 END MODULE mod_bins

adal will then call correlation, a subroutine for computing the correlation function
ξ, using Eq. (3.3). The module mod_correlation’s main component is the subroutine
correlation. It initializes, and starts an algorithm that iterates through each bin k.

mod_correlation.f90, first part

1 MODULE mod_correlation

2 USE parameters

3 USE mod_bins

4 USE mod_prep

5 USE RandomLibrary
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7 IMPLICIT NONE

9 CONTAINS

11 SUBROUTINE correlation

13 IMPLICIT NONE

15 REAL(dp),DIMENSION (n_r ,n_M) :: xi

16 INTEGER , DIMENSION (n_r ,n_M) :: paircount

17 INTEGER , PARAMETER :: M = 170000 ! Number of random

↪→ points

18 REAL(dp),PARAMETER :: M_dp = FLOAT(M) ! Float of latter

19 REAL(dp), POINTER , DIMENSION (: ,:) :: x,v

20 REAL(dp), ALLOCATABLE , DIMENSION (: ,:) :: x_random

21 REAL(dp) :: r ! Distance between

↪→ pair

22 REAL(dp) :: delta ! For the distance

↪→ correction

23 INTEGER :: N ! Number of

↪→ current halos

24 REAL(dp) :: N_dp ! Float of latter

25 REAL(dp),DIMENSION (3) :: x_j

26 INTEGER :: idum ! Negative integer

27 INTEGER :: i,j,k,p,q,counter ,bin

28 REAL(dp):: mass_bin , delta_r

29 INTEGER , DIMENSION (n_r) :: DD ,DR ,RR ! Pair counters .

31 ! Initialize

32 delta_r = distance_bins (2) -distance_bins (1)

33 paircount = 0; xi = 0.0 _dp; counter = 0

34 OPEN (45, FILE=’debug.dat ’)

35 OPEN (77, FILE=’xi_1.dat ’)

36 OPEN (16, FILE=’ pairs_1 .dat ’)

38 ! Main correlation function algorithm
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39 DO k = 1,n_M

40 mass_bin = mass_bins (k)

41 RR =0; DD =0; DR=0

42 CALL prepare ( k, x, v, 0 ) ! Prepare the bin.

43 N = SIZE(x(: ,1)) - 1

44 N_dp = FLOAT(N)

For each bin k, a preparation subroutine is called. This subroutine, prepare, is the main
component of a module called mod_prep. The subroutine loads the halo data similarly
to density, and populates dummy arrays with the same indicing as in density.

mod_prep.f90, first part

1 MODULE mod_prep

2 USE parameters

3 USE mod_bins

4 USE RandomLibrary

6 IMPLICIT NONE

8 CONTAINS

10 SUBROUTINE prepare (k,x,v, scramble )

12 IMPLICIT NONE

14 INTEGER , INTENT (IN) :: scramble ! Integer to

↪→ scramble the bins.

15 INTEGER , INTENT (IN) :: k ! Mass bin index.

16 REAL(dp) :: mass_bin

17 INTEGER , PARAMETER :: M = 46 ! Total number of

↪→ halo quantitites .

18 INTEGER , PARAMETER :: mass_id =27 ! M200b position : 27

↪→ M200c: 28.

19 REAL(dp),POINTER , DIMENSION (: ,:) ,INTENT (OUT) :: x,v !

↪→ Halo positions / velocities .

20 ! Dummy arrays :

21 REAL(dp),ALLOCATABLE , DIMENSION (: ,:) :: x_dummy , v_dummy
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22 REAL(dp),ALLOCATABLE , DIMENSION (:) :: m_dummy

23 REAL(dp),DIMENSION (0:N, 1:M) :: array

24 REAL(dp),ALLOCATABLE , DIMENSION (: ,:) :: vv

25 INTEGER , ALLOCATABLE , DIMENSION (:) :: voidIndices

26 CHARACTER (LEN =300) :: line

27 INTEGER :: i,j,q,counter ,N_bin ,found ,shuffle ,p,idum ,

↪→ total ,bin1 ,bin2 ,startt ,stopp

28 REAL(dp),PARAMETER :: eps = 0.005 _dp

29 REAL(dp) :: x_len ,rando1 ,rando2 , multiplier

30 REAL(dp),DIMENSION ( N_intervals ,3) :: bin_properties

32 ! Read the file containing the halo catalog .

33 OPEN (12, file=’ halos_0 .0. ascii ’, status =’old ’, action =’read

↪→ ’)

34 ReadComments : DO

35 READ (12, ’(A) ’) line

36 IF(line (1:1) /= "#") exit ReadComments

37 END DO ReadComments

38 BACKSPACE (12)

39 DO i=1, N

40 READ (12, *) (array(i, j), j=1,M)

41 END DO

42 CLOSE (12)

44 ! Pick out halos that make the mass cutoff .

45 N_bin = 0

46 DO i=1,N

47 IF (( array(i, mass_id ).GT. min_mass ).AND .&

48 (array(i, mass_id ).LT. max_mass )) N_bin = N_bin +

↪→ 1

49 END DO

51 ! Fill dummy arrays containing the halos information .

52 ALLOCATE ( x_dummy (N_bin ,3))

53 ALLOCATE ( v_dummy (N_bin ,3))

54 ALLOCATE ( m_dummy (N_bin))
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55 j = 1

56 DO i = 1,N

57 IF (( array(i, mass_id ).GT. min_mass ).AND .( array(i,

↪→ mass_id ).LT. max_mass )) THEN

58 x_dummy (j ,:) = array(i ,9:11)

59 v_dummy (j ,:) = array(i ,12:14)

60 m_dummy (j) = array(i, mass_id )

61 j = j + 1

62 END IF

63 END DO

65 ! Read the bin information files.

66 ALLOCATE ( voidIndices (N_bin))

67 OPEN (13, file=’ voidIndices .dat ’, status =’old ’, action =’read

↪→ ’)

68 DO i=1, N_bin

69 READ (13, *) voidIndices (i)

70 END DO

71 CLOSE (13)

72 OPEN (99, file=’ densities .dat ’, status =’old ’, action =’read ’)

73 DO i=1, N_intervals

74 READ (99, *) ( bin_properties (i, j), j=1 ,3)

75 WRITE (* ,*) i,’/’, N_intervals , bin_properties (i ,1)

76 END DO

77 CLOSE (99)

For the current bin k (being an argument of the subroutine call), the bin information in
read off of files, and arrays of an appropriate size are populated with the halo information
for that bin.

mod_prep.f90, final part

79 ! Populate the current bin (k).

80 startt = bin_properties (k ,1)

81 stopp = bin_properties (k+1 ,1)

82 N_bin = stopp - startt

83 ALLOCATE (x(0: N_bin ,3))

84 ALLOCATE (v(0: N_bin ,3))
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85 j = 0

86 DO i = startt ,stopp

87 x(j ,:) = x_dummy ( voidIndices (i) ,:)

88 v(j ,:) = v_dummy ( voidIndices (i) ,:)

89 j = j + 1

90 END DO

91 WRITE (* ,*) j-1- N_bin

92 DEALLOCATE ( voidIndices )

94 END SUBROUTINE prepare

96 END MODULE mod_prep

Back in correlation, the random catalogs are created using ran2, a random number
generator function from the Numerical Recipes in Fortran (Press et al., 1993), which
resides in the module fcodes.

mod_correlation.f90, second part

46 ! Create random halo catalog .

47 ALLOCATE ( x_random (M ,3) )

48 idum = -1

49 DO j = 1,M

50 x_random (j ,1) = ran2(idum)*L

51 x_random (j ,2) = ran2(idum)*L

52 x_random (j ,3) = ran2(idum)*L

53 END DO

The algorithm then proceeds with the method, counting all the appropriate pairs. The
pair separation is appropriately checked. Finally, the ξ values (and the number of pairs
in each distance bin) are written to a file.

mod_correlation.f90, final part

55 ! Count catalog pairs

56 DO i = 1, N

57 DO j = 0,i-1

58 r = 0.0 _dp

60 ! Compute the corrected pair separation .
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61 DO q=1,3

62 delta = ABS(x(i,q)-x(j,q))

63 IF (delta.GT.L - delta) delta = L - delta

64 r = r + delta*delta

65 END DO

66 r = SQRT(r)

68 ! Assign pair to distance bin and count pair.

69 IF ((r .GE. r_min -0.5 _dp* delta_r ).AND .(r.LE.

↪→ r_max +0.5 _dp* delta_r )&

70 .AND .(r.NE .0.0 _dp)) THEN

71 bin = bin_finder (r)

72 DD(bin) = DD(bin) + 1

73 paircount (bin ,k) = paircount (bin ,k) + 1

74 END IF

75 END DO

76 END DO

78 ! Count catalog - random pairs.

79 DO i = 1,N

80 DO j = 1,M

81 r = 0.0 _dp

83 ! Compute the corrected pair separation .

84 DO q=1,3

85 delta = ABS(x(i,q)-x_random (j,q))

86 IF (delta.GT.L - delta) delta = L - delta

87 r = r + delta*delta

88 END DO

89 r = SQRT(r)

91 ! Assign pair to distance bin and count pair.

92 IF ((r .GE. r_min -0.5 _dp* delta_r ).AND .(r.LE.

↪→ r_max +0.5 _dp* delta_r )&

93 .AND .(r.NE .0.0 _dp)) THEN

94 bin = bin_finder (r)
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95 DR(bin) = DR(bin) + 1

96 END IF

97 END DO

98 END DO

100 ! Count random - random pairs.

101 DO i = 2, M

102 DO j = 1,i-1

103 r = 0.0 _dp

105 ! Compute the corrected pair separation .

106 DO q=1,3

107 delta = ABS( x_random (i,q)-x_random (j,q))

108 IF (delta.GT.L - delta) delta = L - delta

109 r = r + delta*delta

110 END DO

111 r = SQRT(r)

113 ! Assign pair to distance bin and count pair.

114 IF ((r .GE. r_min -0.5 _dp* delta_r ).AND .(r.LE.

↪→ r_max +0.5 _dp* delta_r )&

115 .AND .(r.NE .0.0 _dp)) THEN

116 ! Assign distance bin to pair

117 bin = bin_finder (r)

118 RR(bin) = RR(bin) + 1

119 END IF

120 END DO

121 END DO

123 ! Calculate the correlation function .

124 DO p = 1,n_r

125 IF ( paircount (p,k) .NE. 0) THEN

126 xi(p,k) = ( FLOAT(dd(p))/(0.5 _dp*N_dp *(N_dp -1.0

↪→ _dp)) - 2.0 _dp*FLOAT(dr(p))/M_dp/N_dp +&
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127 FLOAT(rr(p))/(0.5 _dp*M_dp *(M_dp -1.0 _dp)))

↪→ *(0.5 _dp*M_dp *(M_dp -1.0 _dp))/FLOAT(

↪→ rr(p))

128 ELSE

129 WRITE (45 ,*) ’p,k= ’,p,k,’( meaning r=’,

↪→ distance_bins (p) ,’) and paircount was

↪→ zero ...’

130 END IF

131 END DO

132 DEALLOCATE ( x_random )

133 END DO

135 ! Write the xi values and paircounts to files.

136 DO p = 1,n_r

137 WRITE (77, ’(1600 F14 .7) ’) (ABS( xi(p,j) ), j=1, n_M)

138 WRITE (16, ’(1600 I14 .7) ’) ( paircount (p,j), j=1, n_M)

139 END DO

140 CLOSE (77)

141 CLOSE (16)

142 CLOSE (45)

144 END SUBROUTINE correlation

146 END MODULE mod_correlation

The output of correlation is read by a separate subroutine, correlation_read. This
is a measure to save time; computing the correlation function typically take up approx-
imately 99, 5% of the total computational time, so simply reading the ξ values off a file
greatly saves time. correlation_read is called by adal.

adal.f90, third part

21 WRITE (* ,*) ’calling correlation_read ’

22 CALL correlation_read

It simply reads off the values and stores them in global arrays.

mod_correlation_read.f90

1 MODULE mod_correlation_read
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2 USE parameters

3 USE mod_bins

4 USE mod_prep

5 USE RandomLibrary

7 IMPLICIT NONE

9 REAL(dp),ALLOCATABLE , DIMENSION (: ,:) :: xi

10 INTEGER , ALLOCATABLE , DIMENSION (: ,:) :: paircount

12 CONTAINS

14 SUBROUTINE correlation_read

16 IMPLICIT NONE

18 INTEGER , PARAMETER :: N = n_r ! Number of dist bins

19 INTEGER , PARAMETER :: M = n_M ! Number of mass

↪→ bins

20 INTEGER :: i,j

22 ALLOCATE (xi(n_r ,n_M))

23 ALLOCATE ( paircount (n_r ,n_M))

25 ! Read the xi - values / paircounts and write to global

↪→ arrays .

26 OPEN (29, file=’xi_1.dat ’, status =’old ’, action =’read ’)

27 DO i=1, N

28 READ (29, *) (xi(i, j), j=1, n_M)

29 END DO

30 CLOSE (29)

31 OPEN (30, file=’ pairs_1 .dat ’, status =’old ’, action =’read ’)

32 DO i=1, N

33 READ (30, *) ( paircount (i,j), j=1, n_M)

34 END DO

35 CLOSE (30)
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37 END SUBROUTINE correlation_read

39 END MODULE mod_correlation_read

Next off, the velocity statistics are extracted. adal calls velstats.

adal.f90, fourth part

24 WRITE (* ,*) ’calling velstats ’

25 CALL velstats

velstats is the main component of the module mod_velstats. It also kicks off the
main algorithm by calling prepare, after which it iterates through every pair.

mod_velstats.f90, first part

1 MODULE mod_velstats

2 USE parameters

3 USE mod_bins

4 USE mod_prep

5 USE mod_correlation_read

6 IMPLICIT NONE

8 REAL(dp),ALLOCATABLE , DIMENSION (: ,:) :: v12 ,sigmapar ,

↪→ sigmatrans , sigma12

10 CONTAINS

12 SUBROUTINE velstats

14 IMPLICIT NONE

16 ! Quantities for the extraction of statistics .

17 REAL(dp), POINTER , DIMENSION (: ,:) :: x,v

18 REAL(dp), DIMENSION (n_r) :: v12_num ,v12_den , sigmapar_num

↪→ , sigmapar_den ,xiv_num ,xiv_den ,xiv_trans ,v12_dummy ,

↪→ sigmatrans_num , sigmatrans_den , vtrans_dummy ,

↪→ xi_dummy , sigmatrans_dummy , sigmapar_dummy ,alpha_c ,

↪→ alpha_s ,alpha ,y_c ,y_s
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19 REAL(dp) :: pAB ,costheta ,sintheta ,sA ,sB ,tA ,tB ,n_halos ,

↪→ sigma12_num , sigma12_den ,rA ,rB ,r,delta1 ,delta2 ,tAB ,

↪→ delta_r

20 REAL(dp),DIMENSION (3) :: x_i_trans1 , x_j_trans1 ,

↪→ x_i_trans2 , x_j_trans2

21 INTEGER :: i,j,k,p,q,N,bin ,a,b,c,counter , minimum_bin ,

↪→ adjust ,go

23 ! Quantities related to LOS integration .

24 REAL(dp),PARAMETER :: ell_0 = 0.0 _dp

25 REAL(dp),PARAMETER :: ellN = 25.0 _dp

26 INTEGER ,PARAMETER :: N_ell = 350

27 REAL(dp) :: delta_ell ,sigmap1 ,sigmap2 , sigmap0

28 REAL(dp) :: RR0 ,RR1 ,RR2 ,xiR0 ,xiR1 ,xiR2 , ell0 ,ell1 ,ell2 ,

↪→ xj ,yj ,zj

29 REAL(dp),DIMENSION (3) :: x_i ,x_j

31 ! Intitializing .

32 ALLOCATE (v12(n_r ,n_M))

33 ALLOCATE ( sigmapar (n_r ,n_M))

34 ALLOCATE ( sigmatrans (n_r ,n_M))

35 ALLOCATE ( sigma12 (n_sigma ,n_M))

36 sigmapar = 0.0 _dp; sigmatrans = 0.0 _dp

37 v12 = 0.0 _dp; vtrans = 0.0 _dp

38 xiv = 0.0 _dp; sigma12 = 0.0 _dp

40 ! Starting main algorithm .

41 DO k = 1,n_M

42 CALL prepare ( k,x,v,0 )

43 N = SIZE(x(: ,1)) -1

44 n_halos = FLOAT(N)

45 minimum_bin = 1

46 v12_num =0.0 _dp; v12_den =0.0 _dp

47 sigmapar_num =0.0 _dp; sigmapar_den =0.0 _dp

48 sigmatrans_num =0.0 _dp; sigmatrans_den =0.0 _dp

49 xiv_num =0.0 _dp; xiv_trans =0.0 _dp
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50 y_c = 0.0 _dp; y_s = 0.0 _dp

51 alpha = 0.0 _dp; alpha_c = 0.0 _dp; alpha_s = 0.0 _dp

52 delta_r = distance_bins (2) -distance_bins (1)

53 DO i = 1, N

54 DO j = 0,i-1

Each pair separation is corrected; for every initial halo i, of the periodic boundary-
induces mirror halos j the one closest to halo i is chosen. The various geometrical
quantities are then computed, here for the estimator values [Eqs. (3.11), (3.14) and
(3.15)]. The values are temporarily stored in arrays with bin indices computed by the
bin_finder function in mod_bins.f90.

mod_velstats.f90, second part

56 ! New pair , zeroing separation quantities .

57 adjust = 0; x_j = 0.0 _dp

58 go = 0; x_i = 0.0 _dp

59 DO q = 1,3

60 delta1 = ABS(x(i,q)-x(j,q))

61 x_j(q) = x(j,q)

62 x_i(q) = x(i,q)

64 ! Correct for pair separtion distance .

65 IF ( delta1 .GT. L - delta1 ) THEN

67 ! Choose the mirror halo with the

↪→ shortest separation .

68 delta1 = x_j(q)-L

69 delta2 = x_j(q)+L

70 IF ( ABS(x_i(q)-delta1 ).LE.ABS(x_i(q)-

↪→ delta2 ) ) THEN

71 x_j(q) = delta1

72 ELSE

73 x_j(q) = delta2

74 END IF

75 END IF

76 END DO
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78 ! Computing pair separation quantities .

79 r = 0.0 _dp

80 rA = 0.0 _dp; rB = 0.0 _dp

81 DO q = 1,3

82 rA = rA + x_i(q)*x_i(q)

83 rB = rB + x_j(q)*x_j(q)

84 r = r + (x_i(q)-x_j(q))**2.0 _dp

85 END DO

86 rA = SQRT(rA)

87 rB = SQRT(rB)

88 r = SQRT(r)

89 IF ((r .GE. r_min -0.5 _dp* delta_r ).AND .(r.LE.

↪→ r_max +0.5 _dp* delta_r ).AND .&

90 (rA.GT .0.0 _dp).AND .(rB.GT .0.0 _dp).AND .(r.

↪→ NE .0.0 _dp)) THEN

91 x_i_trans1 = (/ x_i (3) ,x_i (3) ,-x_i (1) -x_i (2)

↪→ /)

92 x_j_trans1 = (/ x_j (3) ,x_j (3) ,-x_j (1) -x_j (2)

↪→ /)

93 sA = 0.0 _dp; sB = 0.0 _dp

94 DO q =1,3

95 sA = sA + x_i(q)*v(i,q)/rA

96 sB = sB + x_j(q)*v(j,q)/rB

97 END DO

98 pAB = 0.0 _dp

99 DO q = 1,3

100 pAB = pAB + ( x_i(q)-x_j(q) )*( x_i(q)/rA

↪→ + x_j(q)/rB )/r

101 END DO

102 costheta = ((r*r+rB*rB -rA*rA)/(2.0 _dp*r*rB))

↪→ **2

103 sintheta = 1.0 _dp - costheta

104 bin = bin_finder (r)

105 IF ( paircount (bin ,k) .GT .0) THEN

106 v12_num (bin) = v12_num (bin) + 2.0 _dp *(

↪→ sA -sB)*pAB
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107 v12_den (bin) = v12_den (bin) + pAB*pAB

108 y_c(bin) = y_c(bin) + costheta *(sA -sB)**2

109 y_s(bin) = y_s(bin) + sintheta *(sA -sB)**2

110 alpha_c (bin) = alpha_c (bin) + costheta *

↪→ costheta

111 alpha_s (bin) = alpha_s (bin) + sintheta *

↪→ sintheta

112 alpha(bin) = alpha(bin) + costheta *

↪→ sintheta

113 END IF

114 END IF

115 END DO

116 END DO

The velocity statistics values are then stored in global arrays, ready for output or further
analysis. The final step in the subroutine velstats is the computation of the integral
Eq. (3.19). The module also contains a function for calculating part of the integrand,
Eq. (3.4).

mod_velstats.f90, final part

118 ! Calculating the final velocity statistics .

119 DO p= minimum_bin ,n_r

120 v12(p,k) = v12_num (p)/ v12_den (p)

121 sigmapar (p,k) = SQRT( ABS( ( alpha_s (p)*y_c(p)-

↪→ alpha(p)*y_s(p))/( alpha_c (p)* alpha_s (p)-

↪→ alpha(p)*alpha(p)) ) )

122 sigmatrans (p,k) = SQRT( ABS( 2.0 _dp *( alpha_c (p)*

↪→ y_s(p)-alpha(p)*y_c(p))/( alpha_c (p)* alpha_s (

↪→ p)-alpha(p)*alpha(p)) - 2.0 _dp*v12(p,k)**2 )

↪→ )

123 END DO

125 ! Commencing the sigma12 integral for the ’

↪→ interesting distances ’,

126 ! using a Simpsons method integration .

127 DO q = 1, n_sigma

128 sigma12_den = 0.0 _dp; sigma12_num = 0.0 _dp
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129 DO p = 2, bin_finder (25.0 _dp) -1,2

130 ell0 = distance_bins (p -1)

131 ell1 = distance_bins (p )

132 ell2 = distance_bins (p+1)

133 delta_ell = ( distance_bins (p+1) -distance_bins (p

↪→ -1))/6.0 _dp

134 RR0 = SQRT( r_interesting (q)**2+ ell0*ell0)

135 RR1 = SQRT( r_interesting (q)**2+ ell1*ell1)

136 RR2 = SQRT( r_interesting (q)**2+ ell2*ell2)

137 a = bin_finder (RR0)

138 b = bin_finder (RR1)

139 c = bin_finder (RR2)

140 xiR0 = xi(a,k)

141 xiR1 = xi(b,k)

142 xiR2 = xi(c,k)

143 sigmap0 = sigma_p ( r_interesting (q),v12(a,k),

↪→ sigmapar (a,k),sigmatrans (a,k),ell0)

144 sigmap1 = sigma_p ( r_interesting (q),v12(b,k),

↪→ sigmapar (b,k),sigmatrans (b,k),ell1)

145 sigmap2 = sigma_p ( r_interesting (q),v12(c,k),

↪→ sigmapar (c,k),sigmatrans (c,k),ell2)

146 sigma12_num = sigma12_num + delta_ell *( xiR0*

↪→ sigmap0 + 4.0 _dp*xiR1* sigmap1 + xiR2*

↪→ sigmap2 )

147 sigma12_den = sigma12_den + delta_ell *( xiR0 +

↪→ 4.0 _dp*xiR1 + xiR2)

148 END DO

149 sigma12 (q,k) = SQRT( sigma12_num / sigma12_den )

150 END DO

151 END DO

153 END SUBROUTINE velstats

155 ! The projected LOS velocity dispersion .

156 REAL(dp) FUNCTION sigma_p (r,v12 ,sigmapar ,sigmatrans ,ell)

157 IMPLICIT NONE
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159 REAL(dp),INTENT (IN) :: r,v12 ,sigmapar ,sigmatrans ,ell

161 sigma_p = (0.5 _dp*r*r* sigmatrans * sigmatrans +ell*ell *(

↪→ sigmapar *sigmapar -v12*v12))/&

162 (r*r+ell*ell)

163 IF ( sigma_p .GT. 10.0 _dp **100) WRITE (* ,*) r,v12 ,sigmapar

↪→ ,sigmatrans ,ell ,sigma_p ,’bin=’, bin_finder (ell),’

↪→ pairs ’, paircount ( bin_finder (ell) ,1)

164 END FUNCTION sigma_p

166 END MODULE mod_velstats

The final part of adal then outputs the results, and copies the files to a directory where
the last part of the analysis can take place, the plotting of the MG deviation.

adal.f90, final part

26 ! Output results to file

27 go = 1

28 IF (go.EQ .1) THEN

29 OPEN(UNIT =21, FILE=’ sigmapar .dat ’)

30 OPEN(UNIT =25, FILE=’ sigmatrans .dat ’)

31 OPEN(UNIT =20, FILE=’ sigma12 .dat ’)

32 OPEN(UNIT =23, FILE=’v12.dat ’)

33 OPEN(UNIT =33, FILE=’r.dat ’)

34 OPEN(UNIT =43, FILE=’rr.dat ’)

35 OPEN(UNIT =44, FILE=’ biases .dat ’)

37 DO q=1, n_sigma

38 WRITE (43 ,*) r_interesting (q)

39 WRITE (20 , ’(1600 F14 .7) ’) ( sigma12 (q,j), j=1, n_M)

40 END DO

41 DO p = 1,n_r

42 WRITE (33 ,*) distance_bins (p)

43 WRITE (23 , ’(1600 F14 .7) ’) (v12(p,j), j=1, n_M)

44 WRITE (21 , ’(1600 F14 .7) ’) ( sigmapar (p,j), j=1, n_M)

45 WRITE (25 , ’(1600 F14 .7) ’) ( sigmatrans (p,j), j=1, n_M)
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46 WRITE (44 , ’(1600 F14 .7) ’) (SQRT(xi(p,j)/ xi_lin (p,j)),

↪→ j=1, n_M)

47 WRITE (* ,*) ( xi_lin (p,j), j=1, n_M)

48 END DO

50 CLOSE (21)

51 CLOSE (20)

52 Close (23)

53 CLOSE (33)

54 CLOSE (43)

56 call execute_command_line (’cp sigmapar .dat ~/

↪→ environment_plotter / sigmapar .dat ’)

57 call execute_command_line (’cp xi_1.dat ~/

↪→ environment_plotter /xi_1.dat ’)

58 call execute_command_line (’cp densities .dat ~/

↪→ environment_plotter / densities .dat ’)

59 call execute_command_line (’cp v12.dat ~/

↪→ environment_plotter /v12.dat ’)

60 call execute_command_line (’cp masses .dat ~/

↪→ environment_plotter / masses .dat ’)

62 END IF

64 END PROGRAM adal

style=
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